


IN THE TEMPLE OF THE SELF The Artist’s  
Residence as a Total Work
Highly Recommended. Twenty homes 
and villas of artists are works of art 
themselves. Starting with the Villa Stuck 
in Munich--the life’s work of the aristo-
cratic Symbolist Franz von Stuck--this 
unique volume reveals artist’s houses, 
living quarters and studios! Includes 
Lord Leighton, Frederic Church, Al-
ma-Tadema, Tiffany, Monet, Gustave 
Moreau, Georgia O’Keefe, William 
Morris’ Red House and ten more amazing places! Oversized, 
thick art book. Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2022.
INTEMH. HC, 9x12, 376pg, FC  $65.00
BLACKHAWK Vol 1
Collects origin story in Military #1, 
1941, and the first four issues, 1944-
46. Highly Recommended. The first 
in an 18-volume series entirely in the 
inexpensive “softee” format. Besides the 
origin story by Will Eisner, this collects 
for the first time ever the first four 48-
page issues of his own title (issues #1-8 
were Uncle Sam). Wonderful artwork by 
Reed Crandall, Bill Ward (Torchy) who 
features good-girl artwork on bad girls 
here, Al Bryant and others. PS Artbooks, 2022.
BLAC01. SC, 7x10, 232pg, FC  $32.99
CAPTAIN ACTION Classic Collection
Collects DC’s title #1-5, 1968-69. Highly 
Recommended. Introduction by Mark 
Waid. By Jim Shooter. Art by Gil Kane and 
Wally Wood. Man-o-man. I’d forgotten 
how beautifully drawn this series was. 
Gil Kane at his best, inking his own 
work AND also inked by Wally Wood. 
Amazing. Action-packed. A Classic from 
the Silver Age of Comics, unavailable for 
more than 50 years with art and stories 
by comic legends! Completely re-mas-
tered with all-new coloring that faithfully 
captures the look of the original comics! IDW, 2022.
CAPACH. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

THE GREAT BOOK OF KING ARTHUR AND HIS 
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
15 full-color paintings and 25 pencil drawings. Highly 
Recommended. By John Matthews. 
Art by John Howe. Foreword by Neil 
Gaiman. This handsome new hardcover 
brings the legends into the modern age, 
using accessible prose for contemporary 
readers for the first time. In addition 
to the stories in Thomas Malory’s 
iconic Morte D’Arthur, John Matthews 
includes many tales not in Malory: such 
as the story of Avenable, the girl brought 
up as a boy who becomes a famous 
knight; Morien, whose adventures are as fantastic and 
exciting as any found in Malory’s work; and a retelling of the 
life of Round Table favorite Gawain, from his strange birth to 
his upbringing among the poor to his ascension to Emperor of 
Rome! Beautifully illustrated by John Howe, the master artist 
of the Tolkien adventures. Harper Design, 2022.
GREBOH. HC, 8x10, 512pg, PC $32.50 $29.95

On our Cover
SPECTRUM FANTASTIC ART QUARTERLY 
MAGAZINE #2 Signed
Signed & numbered ex-
tra-illustrated bookplate 
by Donato Giancola, lim-
ited to 300. Our Highest 
Recommendation. Intro-
duction by Cathy and Arnie 
Fenner. George Pratt, 
Todd Adams and Carol 
Zaloom share memories 
of Jeffrey Jones and we 
are treated to page after 
page of his later artwork. 
Donato Giancola explains how in-
spiration shows up for him. Painter 
and illustrator Gregory Manchess 
shares insights and pointers. Sara 
Frazetta shares memories of her 
grandfather Frank Frazetta. Also 
includes an interview with Ed Bin-
kley by Cathy Fenner. Spectrum/
Underwood Books, 2022.
SPEQ02. SC, 12x12, PC  $25.00
See our website (or inquire) for 
Volume 1.
Cover image © 2022 Ed Binkley www.edbinkley.com
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News & Notes
We didn’t announce the new Spectrum Quarterly until it was in our hands with the 
bookplate Donato Giancola so generously contributed his art and his signature 
to. As I write this, we’ve already shipped out more than 100 from our first email an-
nouncement. Since the bookplate is again limited to 300, act quickly if you’d like one 
with your copy. There will be another Spectrum Annual in 2023, produced by Arnie 
and Cathy Fenner. John Fleskes produced Vol 21-26 before handing back the reins. 
Meanwhile I am eager for more Spectrum Quarterly issues. Each one is a gem.
No matter how careful we were, Covid found its way to every one of our staff except 
for our two who work from home. Both of our packers had it the same week in July. 
I picked it up exhibiting at the Rose City Book Fair in Portland, Oregon in mid-June 
and immediately gave it to Anne, despite both of us wearing our masks throughout 
the show. We were very lucky we didn’t infect several good friends who we stayed 
with and visited before I got symptoms. We (Anne, I, friends, and all of our staff) 
were all vaccinated and most of us even boosted, thank goodness. So we all got 
through it and are back to normal now.
Meanwhile we kept all of our day-to-day business going as usual, with help from 
various quarters. It was a struggle at times, but hopefully that’s over now.
We’re going to ramp up special emails devoted to Rare Books; with our latest 
employee busy inputting the several collections we are working our way through, 
we feel it’s not enough to just mention them briefly in regular weekly emails. So in 
addition to getting them onto our website on a regular basis (see our redesigned 
home page)--which is the best way to keep up with them---we’ll be doing special 
Rare Book Emails every two to three weeks with full listings and pictures of all new 
arrivals. You can sign up on our website for this or for exactly which emails you’d like 
from us--see the box EMAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS. ~Bud
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Featured New Items

Look for the star symbol. These are 
items that are deeply discounted from 
the original publisher’s price. Most of 
these items have been closed out by the 
publisher and we have limited copies. Buy 

now before they’re gone! 
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NOCTURNALS Omnibus Vol 2 Signed
Signed extra-illustrated bookplate! 
Collects FOUR complete stories: The 
Dark Forever, Gunwitch: Outskirts 
of Doom, Spectres, and A Nocturnal 
Alphabet. Amazing low price for a 
320-page hardcover, in full color!! Dan 
Brereton’s Eisner-nominated lush, 
action-packed stories of supernatural 
menace and gritty heroics in weird tales 
of horror and crime. Plus TONS of bonus 
material, a Nocturnals “Alphabet” from 
A-Z, specialty paintings and far more. 
Dark Horse, 2022.
NOC02HS. HC, 8x12, 432pg, FC  $29.99
Vol 1 Signed Bookplate. Bargain-priced:  
NOC01HS.   $29.99
XENOZOIC By Mark Schultz
New printing. Our Highest Recom-
mendation. Here is every single story 
to date, 352 pages and an all-new 
cover. Imagine Wood, Williamson, & 
Frazetta all working together on an af-
ter-the-apocalypse story. Imagine them 
creating a gorgeous heroine--feisty, 
daring, voluptuous--and a two-fisted 
hero to create sexual tension and dra-
ma. Imagine good-girl art in the tradition 
of Dave Stevens, with a modern take on how a stunningly 
beautiful woman can look. Mark Schultz has channeled all 
this in Xenozoic Tales! Flesk, 2022.
XENO. SC, 9x11, 352pg, b&w  $34.95
THE DELUXE GIMENEZ The Fourth Power &  
The Starr Conspiracy
Highly Recommended. By Juan 
Gimenez. Long and complex science fic-
tion adventures, stunningly drawn from 
a technical aspects with beautiful and 
independent heroines. Star soldier Ex-
ether Mega who discovers she’s at the 
center of a complex, secret experiment 
to create the ultimate weapon of war. 
The second work is the wild, intergalac-
tic romp The Starr Conspiracy, which 
follows an aspiring young journalist on 
a wild goose chase to uncover the conspiratorial scoop of the 
century! Humanoids, 2022. Mature readers.
DELGH. HC, 9x13, 376pg, FC $79.99 $71.99
IRONCASTLE Signed/Limited Hardcover
Almost Gone! Signed by Stableford, Carey, and Eckert & 
limited, 200! Recommended. Some-
where in the unexplored heart of Africa 
was ruled over by alien intelligence. Such 
was the message that reached the explor-
er Hareton Ironcastle. In that hidden and 
transformed valley would now be found 
monsters and pre-humans. This account 
of Ironcastle’s expedition of daring but 
inexperienced amateurs became one of 
the classic novels of the French writer, J. 
H. Rosny, who was a contemporary of 
Verne, Wells, and ER Burroughs. Here the 
story is translated and retold by Philip José Farmer.  
Meteor House, 2022. Out of print.
IRONCH. HC, 6x9, 220pg, Text/b&w  $65.00
Softcover Edition
Almost Gone! Recommended. Meteor House, 2022.  
Out of print.
IRONC. SC, 5x8, 220pg, Text/b&w  $23.00
ALTER EGO #176
Our Highest Recommendation. Edited 
by Roy Thomas. An exceptional issue 
amongst always-outstanding ones! The 
Golden Age comics of major pulp-maga-
zine publisher Street & Smith, examined 
in loving detail by Mark Carlson-Ghost. 
Tons of art by Bob Powell, Howard 
Nostrand, et al. Also: Anthony Tollin 
on The Shadow/Batman Connection! 
Bonus features: FCA, Michael T. Gil-
bert, John Broome, and more. TwoMorrows, 2022.
AE176. Magazine, 8x11, 84pg, PC  $10.95

COMIC BOOK CREATOR #28 
Bud Plant Interview Pt 2
Highly Recommended. Edited by Jon 
B. Cooke. A look at the amazingly eclec-
tic and diverse career of Stephen R. 
Bissette, best known for his collabora-
tion with Alan Moore on Swamp Thing: 
his early love of dinosaurs and his devel-
opment from graduate of the Joe Kubert 
School to breakout pro (Heavy Metal, 
Scholastic, DC), his Spiderbaby Grafix 
(Taboo, Tyrant, etc.), and his long-running stint as instructor 
at the Center for Cartoon Studies.TwoMorrows, 2022.
CBCR28. Magazine, 8x11, 84pg, PC  $10.95
#27 Bud Plant Interview Pt 1: CBCR27.   $10.95
THE QUESTION Omnibus By Dennis O’Neil and 
Denys Cowan Vol 1
Collects The Question #1-27 & three 
annuals, 1987-89. Recommended. First 
of two volumes. Just a few short years 
after co-creating Spider-Man, artist and 
writer Steve Ditko created the Question, 
who worked as an investigative journalist 
in public and a vigilante in secret. Two 
decades later, writer Dennis O’Neil and 
artist Denys Cowan unleashed their 
acclaimed reinvention of the Question for 
the late 1980s, coinciding with one of the 
most creative periods in comics. While retaining familiar ele-
ments of the character--including his faceless mask--O’Neil 
and Cowan also imbued Vic Sage with a Zen philosophy and 
forced him to ask vital questions about his methods employed 
while fighting crime in the corrupt town of Hub City.  
DC Comics, 2022.
QUES01H. HC, 7x10, 916pg, FC $99.99 $89.99
ELVGREN’S SUZANNE Statue
Almost Gone! Limited, 500. Recom-
mended. ReelArt Studios presents a 
splendid representation of one of Gil 
Elvgren’s best-known images. Out-
standing details: delicate fringe on the 
edges of her filmy see-through negligee 
and perky nipples beneath. Good 
highlights in her hair, high heels, and 
lots of revealing cleavage. Measures 7 
inches tall and 7 inches wide. The statue is strictly limited and 
individually numbered on the base, with full color illustrat-
ed box which show both the finished statue and Elvgren’s 
original painting from the 1940s. ReelArt/Dark Horse, 2006. 
Out of print. 
ELVSS. 7” tall, FC $175.00 $90.00
TUKI Fight For Family Hardcover Signed (Book 2)
Highly Recommended. By Jeff 
Smith. A lone hunter is forced to 
venture into new lands, where he 
encounters three lost children, an el-
derly prophet and a tiny but dangeous 
missing link called Kwarell. But a rival 
species is closing in on our group. 
And little do they know, the greatest 
danger of all is breaking the ancient taboo of FIRE. “A master 
class in storytelling.”--Big Bang Comics. An all-new series 
from the creator of Bone. Cartoon Books, 2021.
TUKIFAHS. HC, 11x9, 144pg, b&w  $40.00
Signed Softcover
Cartoon Books, 2021. TUKIFAS. SC  $20.00
TUKI Fight for Fire (Book 1 of 3) 
Hardcover Signed: TUKIFHS.  $40.00 
Softcover Signed: TUKIFS.   $20.00
WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE  
The Golden Nugget Boat Vol 26
Highly Recommended. By Carl Barks.
Uncle Scrooge laughed when the mys-
terious woman offered him one dollar 
for one of his dimes. But she might just 
have the last laugh because the dime he 
accidentally sold her was his lucky Num-
ber One Dime--the first dime he ever 
earned!--and now she’s about to melt 
it down for one of her strange spells! 
Fantagraphics, 2022.
WD26H. HC, 7x10, 208pg, FC $35.00 $31.99
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ARSENE LUPIN GENTLEMAN THIEF
In 1907, Maurice Leblanc 
released the first collection 
of stories recounting the 
adventures of Arsene Lupin, a 
charming thief and master of 
disguises, inspiring generations 
of anti-heroes to follow. This 
new edition features the original 
prose novel, now colorfully 
illustrated (on nearly every 
page!) by Vincent Mallie in an 
animated style reminiscent of Hayao Miyazaki (whose 
first directorial release was Lupin the 3rd: The Castle 
of Cagliostro, filled with nods to Leblanc’s classic 
character). Magnetic Press, 2022.
ARSLH. HC, 8x11, 160pg, Text/PC $24.99 $22.99
THE ART OF CARLOS EZQUERRA
Carlos Ezquerra’s long career 
in British comics is chronicled 
here with his best complete 
stories, splash pages and 
covers for over 50 years. His 
co-creation of Judge Dredd and 
powerful work on Strontium Dog 
alone helped establish 2000 AD 
as a powerhouse British weekly. 
2000 AD, 2022.
ARTCEH. HC, 8x11, 240pg, PC
 $34.99 $31.99
THE ART OF LUIS GARCIA
Highly Recommended. 
By David Roach and Luis 
Garcia. Luis Garcia was one 
of the most talented artists 
of the legendary Spanish 
Invasion which transformed 
Warren comics in the 1970s, 
creating artwork that was 
both stunningly attractive and 
astonishingly realistic. Garcia 
drew for all the Warren titles 
but was particularly associat-
ed with Vampirella, where his 
innovative artwork and gift for 
drawing beautiful women was 
a highlight for several years. 
But his career encompassed far 
more; he began his career doing 
seductive romance strips, found 
fame in France drawing for 
Pilote magazine, was a pioneer 
of autobiographical comics, 
created some of the earliest 
and most accomplished graphic 
novels and then changed ca-
reers completely to become a world class painter of 
portraits and nudes--many of which are collected for 
the first time here. Dynamite, 2022. Mature Readers.
ARTLGH. HC, 9x12, 230pg, PC $39.99 $36.99
BITTER BLOSSOMS  
The Art of Der Orchideengarten Vol 7
Collects #1-6, 1921. Recom-
mended. By Thomas Nego-
van. A new collection of art 
and stories from the legendary 
supernatural horror magazine 
that pre-dates Weird Tales, 
published in Germany 1919-21 
and considered the first fan-
tasy magazine. The artworks 
range from peculiar medieval 
etchings to occult woodblocks 
to expressionist visions--all 
balancing the romantic and 
the gothic with hyper-elegant 
sophistication. Written by both German-language and 
foreign writers, stories ranging from suspense and 
terror to crime and the eerily-erotic (all now translated 
to English). Century Guild, 2021.
ARTD07. SC, 5x9, 80pg, PC  $29.00
See our website, or inquire for more Art of Der 
Orchideengarten.

OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE 
GUIDE 52nd Edition 

Hero Initiative Cover
Limited, 500, Batman and Green Arrow cover by Mike Grell. 
Highly Recommended. By Robert M. Overstreet. The 52nd edi-
tion turns the spotlight onto the expansive history of the medium 
with all-new features on EC Comics founder William M. Gaines, 
Stan Lee, and Cap’s sidekick Bucky, a.k.a. The Winter Soldier. 
In Memorium features George Perez and Neal Adams. Plus the 
latest CGC news, Yellow Kid pinbacks, new Overstreet Advisors, 
the latest War Comics Report, the massive Market Report from 
retailers and collectors across the country. The Hall of Fame 
inducts Ross Andru, J.G. Jones and Johnny Craig. Of course, 
that’s in addition to all the new prices! 
CB52HH. HC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $44.95
EC Horror Host Hardcover
Bill Gaines 100th Anniversary. Cover by 
Aaron Lopresti. Gemstone, 2022. 
CB52EH. HC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $44.95
EC Horror Host Softcover
Gemstone, 2022. 
CB52E. SC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $34.95

Black Terror  
Hardcover
Our Highest  
Recommendation. Cover by J.G. Jones.  
Gemstone, 2022. 
CB52BH. HC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $44.95
Black Terror Softcover
Gemstone, 2022. 
CB52B. SC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $34.95

Winter Soldier Hardcover
Cover by Butch Guice.  
Gemstone, 2022. 
CB52WH. HC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $44.95
Winter Soldier Softcover
Gemstone, 2022.
CB52W. SC, 7x10, 1200pg, b&w  $34.95
THE BIG! BIG! OVERSTREET COMIC 
BOOK PRICE GUIDE 52nd Edition 
Black Hood
Almost Gone! 
Highly Recom-
mended. Cover by 
Rick Burchett.This 
oversized, limited 
edition version usu-
ally sells out first! 
It features just the 
pricing from the 
standard edition of the book, with none 
of the articles, ads, or other features, but 
with far larger type for easy viewing, and convenient stay-flat 
binding so it will lay open! Also includes grading definitions, 
glossary, Overstreet’s Market Report, Top 100 and Top 10 comics 
in all categories, and prices realized on Key Books. “I always 
take home one of each, small and large, because they both have 
their uses” -Bud. Gemstone, 2022. Out 
of Print.
BIG52B. SC, 12x12, 900pg, b&w 
 $54.95 $49.95
Diamond 40th Anniversary
Variant cover with all previous Over-
street covers in a diamond-shaped 
design. Gemstone, 2022.
BIG52D. SC, 12x12, 900pg, b&w 
 $54.95 $49.95
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GORILLAS IN DA MIX Signed
Limited, 500. Specially Priced. 
Recommended. A gorilla sketchbook 
by Emilio Soltero, featuring a variety of 
styles, with partial net proceeds to ben-
efit animal conservation groups. Con-
tributions by Arthur Adams, Gilbert 
Hernandez, Peter Kuper, Alex Niño 
(two full color pieces), Kevin Nowlan 
and Thomas Yeates (Prince Valiant). 
With a handsome bookmark illustrating 
Wanto, age 44, Knoxville Zoo--full color 
on heavy index stock. Signed on page 3. Sir Press, 2022.
GORILS. SC, 7x10, 64pg, b&w $20.00 $15.00
GREETINGS FROM DELUSIONVILLE
Deluxe oversized oblong 
hardcover. A classic of 
outré, lowbrow art, in the 
tradition of Todd Schorr 
and Mark Ryden. Ron 
English illustrates the 
story of Delusionville in 100 
paintings, where animals 
have different social status 
based on their species. This 
is Ron English’s magnum opus, a subversive rock opera, 
featuring Ronnnie Rabbbit and lyrics for every painting! A 
surreal cast of characters populates this paradise, including 
buzzards, pigs, sheep, turtles, ducks, wolves, and the 
“rabbbits” who are caught in the middle of all the insanity. 
Last Gasp, 2021.
GREDH. HC, 14x11, 256pg, FC $69.00 $62.00
THE PROMISED NEVERLAND 
ART BOOK WORLD
By Kaiu Shirai. A handsome art book 
featuring Posuka Demizu’s incredible 
artwork. Creator commentary and in-
terviews, Packed with finished full col-
or paintings, character sketches, and 
an inside look at one of today’s most 
popular Shonen Jump manga series. A 
beautiful hardcover art book featuring 
full-color art, sketches, comments, and 
a Q&A with Kaiu Shirai and Posuka 
Demizu about their popular manga series. Handsome wrap 
around color dust jacket with different art on the binding 
underneath. VIZ Media, 2022.
PROMNH. HC, 7x10, 216pg, FC  $29.99
THE SET-UP The Lost Classic  
By Joseph Moncure March
Written in 1928, The Set-Up is a long 
narrative poem about the boxing un-
derworld--a hard-boiled tragedy told in 
syncopated rhyming couplets. March’s 
slightly more famous jazz-age novel 
is The Wild Party. When the work was 
first published it made the bestseller 
list, and in 1949 it was turned into an 
award-winning film featuring Robert 
Ryan and Audrey Totter. This reprinting 
of the original text features dynamic, specially commis-
sioned artwork by Erik Kriek that vividly conveys the story 
of Pansy, an up-and-coming black prize fighter who takes 
on all comers, so prolifically illustrated it reads like a graph-
ic novel. Striking artwork. Korero Press, 2022.
SETUH. HC, 6x9, 256pg, Text/b&w $29.95 $27.95

FILM POSTERS OF THE  
RUSSIAN AVANT-GARDE
Highly Recommended. 250 post-
ers from the pre-Stalin Soviet Union 
of the 1920s and 1930s explore the 
energy and invention of this period. 
Drawn from the private collection of 
connoisseur Susan Pack, the selec-
tion includes the work of 27 different 
artists. From bold figuration to 
architectural elements, each artist 
displays a distinct style and aes-
thetic, as much as they collectively eschew the glamour 
of Hollywood for more stark, striking, even challenging 
images, often marked by unusual angles, dynamic com-
positions, and startling close-ups. Taschen, 2022.
FILMPOH. HC, 10x13, 320pg, PC $70.00 $60.00

THE BLAZING WORLD Illuminated Edition
By Margaret Cavendish. Art by Rebekka 
Dunlap. The Blazing World is one of the 
most fascinating, unusual and aston-
ishing pieces of literature in the English 
language. Written in 1666 by Margaret 
Cavendish, the Duchess of Newcastle, 
the story follows a young woman who is 
transported to a world of animal-people, 
becomes their empress, and eventually 
leads an invasion back into her own 
world, complete with bird-man bombar-
diers and submarine ships! Featuring 
numerous full-page and full color and spot 
illustrations, surreal and erotic. Packaged 
in an elaborately die-cut and embossed 
slipcase in the same format as all the 
Beehive illustrated volumes.  
Beehive Books, 2021. Mature Readers.
BLAZWH. HC, 9x12, 138pg, PC  $100.00
See our website (or inquire) for more 
Beehive Illuminated editions.

DC Poster Portfolios
DC POSTER PORTFOLIO  
J.H. Williams III
Highly Recommended. One of our very 
favorite modern artists, with a perspective 
like no other. His iconic take on Bat-
woman has left an imprint on comics, his 
fantastic works in Sandman are amazing, 
and with the magnificent work on his 
magnum opus, Promethea, J.H. Williams 
III has created a name for himself in 
comics! Works from all these sources and 
more. DC Comics, 2022.
DCPOJW. SC, 12x16, 42pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
DC POSTER PORTFOLIO  
Jenny Frison
20 poster-sized, detachable prints. High-
ly Recommended. Known for her beautiful 
and moving art and fresh female viewpoint, 
Jenny Frison is an artist who has rightfully 
made a name for herself in comics. From 
Wonder Woman to Catwoman, Poison Ivy 
to Harley Quinn, this handsome poster 
portfolio collects her most iconic works as 
posters. DC Comics, 2022.
DCPOJF. SC, 12x16, 42pg, FC $24.99 $21.99

New from Ablaze
THE DRAGON UNIVERSE
Highly Recommended. Text by 
Jean-Baptiste Monge and Pascal 
Moguerou. A fine, oversized, high 
quality collection of paintings and 
illustrations of dragons brings together 
the best illustrators and comic book 
authors from around the world: 
French, English, Danish, Spanish, 
Italian, American, Canadian... From John Howe, designer 
of The Lord of the Rings and Chronicles of Narnia, to Todd 
Lockwood, illustrator of Dungeons & Dragons, and Olivier 
Ledroit, creator of the Chronicles of the Black Moon, 
and Adrian Smith, one of the authors of Warhammer, 
and more... They’ve pooled their talents in a Tolkien-style 
universe where dragons coexist, fight Dwarves, Orcs, Elves 
and Humans. Ablaze, 2022.
DRAGUH. HC, 9x12, 198pg, FC $29.99 $27.99
THE FAIRY UNIVERSE
Text by Laurent and Oliver Souille. Art 
by Oliver Ledroit. The Fairy Universe 
offers the reader the keys to this magi-
cal and poetic world through hundreds 
of drawings by renowned artist Olivier 
Ledroit, spread over double-pages in 
stunning watercolor and pencil, with illu-
minating words by Olivier and Laurent 
Souillé. A MUST for illustration geeks 
and fantasy art fans. Here they are: the 
mysterious and elusive Elves, Fairies 
and Faes. Ablaze, 2022.
FAIRUH. HC, 9x12, 136pg, PC  $24.99
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BENEATH THE TREES Vol 3 A Fine Summer
Recommended. By Dav. It’s sum-
mer, and the laughter of children 
echoes under the trees. But for some 
of the older animals, the frivolity of 
childhood is far behind them. Old Mr. 
Owl and Mr. Toad get the crazy idea 
to relive some of their youth so look 
out! Part three of a four part series 
whose stories are based in seasons of the year and star a 
delightful menagerie of forest critters. Magnetic Press, 2022.
BEN03H. HC, 10x7, 32pg, FC  $16.99
Vol 1 The Autumn of Mister Grumph, Vol 2 Winter Chills: 
BEN01H, 02H.  ea: $16.99

ALTERED CARBON One Life One Death
By Richard K. Morgan and Scott Bryan 
Wilson. Art by Max Fuchs. From the world 
of the best-selling trilogy of books and the 
hit Netflix show comes a new chapter in the 
Altered Carbon universe! In the future, bod-
ies can be changed like clothes, giving life 
an entirely new meaning--or lack of mean-
ing. Takeshi Kovacs--once a member of the 
Envoy Corps, the elite, deadly troops of the 
Interstellar Earth Protectorate--now finds 
himself imprisoned...both in a jail and in an 
extremely weak body... Dynamite, 2021.
ALTCH. HC, 7x10, 120pg, FC  $24.99

THE FORTUNE OF THE WINCZLAVS: Book 1 
VANKO 1848
Recommended. By Jean Van Hamme. 
Art by Philippe Berthe. 1848. In Otto-
man-occupied Montenegro, young doc-
tor Vanko Winczlav is one of the leaders 
of a popular uprising. Betrayed, wanted 
by the authorities, he flees the Balkans 
for the United States in the company of 
a Bulgarian refugee, Veska, whom he 
marries to allow her to enter New York 
legally. So begins the history of a family 
closely entwined with that of a still new country going through 
many transformations. Cinebook, 2022.
FORWV. SC, 8x11, 56pg, FC  $13.95
THE MAN WHO SHOT LUCKY LUKE
All new stories in a brand new series. 
Recommended. By Matthieu Bonhom-
me. Here’s an updated Lucky Luke, star 
of the wildly popular series of 80 graphic 
novels. These new stories take a slightly 
more serious (less slapstick) tack, and 
we’re very impressed. The artwork and 
coloring is also first rate. Out of tobacco, 
arriving at night and under pouring 
rain in the small mining settlement of 
Froggy Town, he soon finds himself in 
conflict with two of the Bone brothers. Unfortunately, Luke’s 
reputation precedes him, and when the townspeople ask him 
to investigate a hold-up in place of the sheriff--none other 
than James Bone--the tension ratchets up another notch. 
Cinebook, 2022.
MANSLL. SC, 8x11, 64pg, FC  $15.95
WANTED LUCKY LUKE
All-new take on the legendary series. 
Highly Recommended. By Matthieu 
Bonhomme. Luke happens upon a lone 
wagon beset by Apache raiders. A quick 
fight later, Luke is surprised to find that 
the occupants of the wagon are three 
lovely, spirited, and straight-shooting 
young women! Three sisters on their 
way to start a new life, who all find the 
lonesome cowboy--quite interesting. 
But what’s this WANTED poster they are showing to Luke...of 
him, wanted for murder? Cinebook, 2022.
WANTLL. SC, 8x11, 68pg, FC  $16.95
NOTTINGHAM Vol 1 The King’s Ransom
Recommended. By Vincent Brugeas 
and Emmanuel Herzet. Art by Benoit 
Dellac. The story of Robin Hood is uni-
versally known, but no one really knows 
who was the legendary enemy of the 
Sheriff of Nottingham. What if brigand 
and sheriff were one and the same? The 
first volume of a new take on the myth. 
It’s 1192. Richard, King of England, 
hasn’t returned from the Crusades and 
rumours say he may be dead. John 
Lackland begins moving his pieces to 
claim the throne, counting on the support--and money--of 
the kingdom’s sheriffs. Deep inside Sherwood Forest, young 
Saxon Lady Marion tries to convince a family of outlaws to 
join her in fighting the prince, with the help of none other than 
the Sheriff of Nottingham himself! Cinebook, 2022.
NOT01. SC, 8x11, 56pg, FC  $13.95

ADRASTEA
Deluxe hardcover with gold tooling 
and rounded corners. Written and 
illustrated by Mathieu Bablet. After 1000 
years on his throne, the former king of 
Hyperborea sets out for Mount Olympus 
to ask the gods why he was cursed with 
immortality, and how he might finally be 
allowed to die to rejoin the one he once 
loved. On his way, he will meet men and 
women, gods and goddesses, including 
the Fates, Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, 
Athena, Hermes, Artemis, Ares, Aphrodite, and Hephasestus. 
All will reveal truths to the traveler that he has long forgotten. 
Occasional nudity. Magnetic Press, 2022. Mature Readers.
ANDRH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
BEREZINA BOOK Vol 1
First of three books. Recommended. 
Adapted from The Retreat by Frédéric 
Richaud. Art by by Ivan Gil. 1812. 1812. 
After the sort of lightning-fast attack he 
is known for, Napoleon and his colossal 
Grand Army have ridden deep into the 
heart of Russia. But the Russians have 
no intention of letting him have his 
way, and several bloody and inconclu-
sive battles have already taken place. 
When the French finally arrive in Moscow, they’re exhausted, 
starving, weakened, and fervently hoping they’ll get a chance 
to rest--and maybe even accept the Czar’s surrender after 
the fall of his capital--Instead, they find the city deserted and 
suddenly set on fire. Cinebook, 2022.
BERE01. SC, 8x11, 64pg, FC  $15.95
BIKINI ATOLL
Translated from the French graphic 
novel. Horror, blood and carnage 
in a no-holds-barred terror tale. By 
Christophe Bec. Art by Bernard Khattou. 
Bikini Atoll, a celestial paradise, has not 
only given its name to the world’s most 
famous bathing suit, but it was also used 
as a nuclear testing ground by the US 
for over 40 years. Today the island’s 
unreachable crevasses and impenetra-
ble forests conceal many mysteries and 
dangers! Some nudity, abundant graphic violence.  
Clover Press, 2022.
BIKINH. HC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w  $24.99
THE FINAL SECRET OF ADOLF HITLER
Translated from the original French edition. Highly Rec-
ommended. By Mathieu Mariolle. Art 
by Fabio Piacentini. December 1944. 
As the fate of World War II seems to 
be sealed, a submarine leaves Ger-
many, taking with it Hitler’s last hope 
for winning the war. Or is it? Two allied 
commandos immediately set off after 
the aircraft: one English, the other 
American. And meanwhile a British 
submarine is hunting the German 
vessel and their only goal is to send 
it to the bottom of the sea. When the 
true nature of the precious cargo is re-
vealed, the once parallel paths of these allies begin to diverge 
and it’s double-cross time... Humanoids, 2022.
FINSEC. SC, 8x10, 120pg, FC $22.99 $20.99
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DRAGON SKULL TREASURES 
Signed with Sketch
Signed with small pen and ink draw-
ing! Recommended. By P.C. Claerhout. 
The author/artist is an illustrator, story-
board artist, character and production 
designer, and animator with a career in 
the animation industry spanning four de-
cades. His feature motion picture credits 
include the Academy Award nominated 
Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius (2001). Here 
he kicks off an action-adventure fantasy 
in a mythical world similar to ancient Greece, Rome, and 
Egypt. After a dynamic opening at sea, we see how young 
Kaal bonds with his mentor, Roq, a huge but benevolent 
gryphon, who was once part of an ancient league of guardian 
warriors. When Kaal naively releases an imprisoned dragon, 
he must set things right and doing so he’ll learn the real trea-
sure of the Dragon’s Skull. P. C. Claerhout, 2021.
DRASTS. SC, 7x10, 200pg, b&w  $19.99

Heavy Metal ♦ Kim Jun Gi Covers
HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE #314 
Kim Jung Gi Cover
“Death Defied” is a new series by Joe 
Harris, art by Federico Pietrobon. 
Interview with Greg Hildebrandt. Dan 
Fogler and artist Nadir Balan do a 
nice job on “Moon Lake,” part 3. The 
saga of Adrienne James continues, 
Heavy Metal’s “female Indiana Jones 
in space!,” by Matthew Medney and 
Bruce Edwards with Santa Fung. The 
conclusions of the small-town horror of 
“Savage Circus” by Brendan Columbus and Al Barrionuevo 
and the space saga of “Darkwing” by Medney and Ponce. A 
new installment of Ron Marz’ and Armitano’s “Swamp God.” 
Heavy Metal, 2022. Mature readers.
HM314. Magazine, 8x11, 144pg, FC  $13.99
HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE#315 
Kim Jung Gi Cover
“The Engagers” begins by Medney 
and Bruce Edwards. “The Axe” by 
Trohman and Posehn. Interview with 
The Wizard of the Barge. “Winnie 
the Poe” by D. Mint. ID. Horror serial 
“Axe” continues by Joe Trohman and 
writer/actor Brian Posehn with artist 
Scott Koblish. “Swamp God” by Ron 
Marz and Armitano, and much more. 
“Versator and Crunch: Blind Man’s Bluff” 
by Erwin and Befani. “Starward” Chapter 9 by Orlando and 
Shavrin. Heavy Metal, 2022. Mature readers.
HM315. Magazine, 8x11, 144pg, FC  $13.99
HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE #316 
Kim Jung Gi Cover
Finally, an interview with Simon Bisley 
showing the process of creating his 
Taarna cover, plus a new Taarna story, 
“The Witness” by Mullane & Montos. 
“Axe,” “Death Defied,” “Andrienne 
James,” and “Engagers,” all Chapter 
twos. “A Tale of Sculls” by Stojanovic & 
Bakliza. “Cold Dead War.” “Starward.” 
Heavy Metal, 2022. Mature readers.
HM316. Magazine, 8x11, 144pg, FC  $13.99
HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE #317  
Kim Jung Gi Cover
The final of four interconnected covers 
by Kim Jung Gi. “Wiremonkeys,” a 
new high-octane, science fiction horror 
series written and illustrated by Dan 
Schaeffer debuts, with the dirtiest 
pair of mercenaries you’ll ever meet! 
The continuing YA horror serial “The 
Axe” by Fall Out Boy’s lead guitarist 
Joe Trohman and writer/actor Brian 
Posehn with Deadpool artist Scott Koblish ramps up toward 
its multidimensional climax! The climatic epilogue of Matthew 
Medney’s intergalactic saga “Dark Wing” with German Ponce 
is revealed! “The Rise” by George C. Romero and Diego 
And more. Heavy Metal, 2022. Mature Readers.
HM317. Magazine, 8x11, 144pg, FC  $13.99
See our website, or inquire for more Heavy metal.

BIRDS OF PREY Whitewater
Collects #104-112. Recommended. 
Superbly drawn with wonderful inking and 
a wild story with plenty of guest stars. The 
Birds of Prey cross paths with the villain-
ous group the Secret Six, Spy Smasher 
is dismantling the Oracle’s operation, 
Black Canary prepares for her wedding, 
The Calculator attacks and Black Alice 
discovers a mystery involving Darkseid! 
With Big Barda, Batgirl, Green Arrow, 
Deadshot, Harley Quinn, Catman, Lady 
Blackhawk, Rag Doll...you never know who’s going to show 
up in this interesting, fast-paced series. DC Comics, 2022.
BIRW. SC, 7x10, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99

Historical Biographies
BOOTBLACK
Recommended. By Mikael. By the 
author of the critically acclaimed 
Giant. On the German front, in the 
spring of 1945: the war leaves only 
death and destruction in its wake. To 
escape the horror of the present, Al, 
an American soldier, the only survivor 
of his unit, immerses himself in the 
memories of his New York life. Son 
of German immigrants, born in the 
United States, he was not yet ten years old when, in one 
night, under the approving eyes of anti-immigrant Americans, 
he lost his parents and his home in a terrible fire. Turning his 
back on his origins, Al has no choice but to live on the streets; 
he becomes a Bootblack, a shoe shiner. NBM, 2022.
BOOTBLH. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
FRANK LEE After Alcatraz
Highly Recommended. By David 
Hasteda. Art by Ludivic Chesnot. In 
June 1962, bank robber Frank Lee 
Morris did the unthinkable and escaped 
from Alcatraz prison--and disappeared! 
This graphic novel imagines what Frank 
Lee did next to stay one step ahead 
of the manhunt for himself and his two 
comrades. He was already a master 
of escape when he was transferred to 
Alcatraz, renowned as the prison no 
one had ever escaped from. But with two years of planning, 
he did just that. Titan, 2022.
FRALEH. HC, 8x11, 128pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
GEORGIA O’KEEFFE
Georgia O’Keeffe, the American artist 
known for her paintings of enlarged 
flowers, New York skyscrapers, and 
New Mexico landscapes, was one of 
the most significant artists of the 20th 
century. Photographer Alfred Steiglitz 
left his wife for her and took a series 
of famous nudes photos of her, which 
can be seen online. They eventually 
married. Drawing mainly from O’Keef-
fe’s letters, which are depicted in this 
biography, artist Marí a Herreros delves 
into O’Keeffe’s deepest self: a tireless traveler, a nature 
lover, a strong and emancipated woman who carved her own 
determined path through life and did it her way. Some nudity. 
SelfMadeHero, 2022.
GEOKE. SC, 7x9, 128pg, FC  $19.99
JOSEPH SMITH AND THE MORMONS
Decades in the making and already 
generating advance praise, an original 
graphic novel biography about the life of 
Joseph Smith, founder of the Church of 
Latter-Day Saints. Author and illustrator 
Noah Van Sciver, who was raised a 
Mormon, covers one of history’s most 
controversial figures, who founded a 
religion which is practiced by millions. 
We learn about the anti-Mormon threats 
and violence which caused his followers 
to move from New York to Ohio, Smith’s 
receiving the divine commandment of 
plural marriage, his imprisonment, his announcement to run 
for president of the United States, and his ultimate murder by 
an angry mob in 1844 at the young age of 38!  
Abrams ComicArts, 2022.
JOSSH. HC, 6x10, 464pg, FC  $29.99
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MARIA LLOVET’S PORCELAIN
Collects #1-5. Includes complete vari-
ant cover gallery and bonus material. 
Recommended. A very well drawn 
gothic horror tale, as a young lady goes 
down the proverbial rabbit hole not unlike 
Alice, into a dark world of danger. Beryl’s 
life in the desert, living with her aunt and 
her cat, is relatively simple...until the 
day she finds and enters the Dollhouse. 
Stuck inside an ever-changing mystery 
house that hunts children and turns them 
into dolls, Beryl goes on a psychedelic journey where she 
grow up fast before she becomes the building’s newest prey. 
Ablaze, 2022.
MARLH. HC, 7x10, 160pg, FC $24.99 $22.99
MIDNITE MATINEE COMICS  
The Island of Lost Gorillas
Recommended. Sham Comics go to 
the movies...and the 1940s serials! This 
B&W extravaganza is just like a night at 
the multiplex 70 years ago...kind of. It 
begins with a vintage “Rickey Rodent” 
cartoon full of violence and savagery, a 
chapter from the action serial “Bolt Uprite 
& The Crossdressers from Space,” and 
a public service film, “Hemp for Victory.” 
Be patient through all the previews and 
sit tight for the future presentation. “Island of Lost Gorillas” is 
an action horror adventure starring a pair of familiar-looking 
lounge singers (Dino and Jerry?) stranded on a mysterious 
lost island with danger at every turn and, of course, a beauti-
ful native girl. Source Point Press, 2022.
MIDMC. SC, 6x9, 112pg, b&w  $11.99
RED SONJA The Superpowers
By Dan Abnett. Art by Jonathan Lau. “Ev-
erything I want out of a RED SONJA com-
ic with a twist.” -Comical Opinions. She’s 
battled barbarians, scuffled with sorcerers, 
and mangled magical creatures. But when 
a collective of modern day superheroes 
from The Project enters her world, will 
Sonja know how to adjust to their foreign 
ways, before they all kill each other? And 
why? Includes 32 full page variant covers 
by Linsner, Lau, Ferguson, Kano, Buzz, 
Yoon and cosplay photo covers. Dynamite, 2022.
REDSUP. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC  $19.99
SACRED SIX Vol 2 War of the Roses
Collects #7 -12 and complete variant 
cover gallery! By Christopher Priest. Art 
by Julius Ohta, et al. The second story 
arc begins as our women of the evening 
have lost the woman who’d drawn them 
together, Lilith of Drakulon. But now they 
have a new and more powerful incentive 
to stay and defend the peaceful vampires 
of Ashthorne: cold, hard cash. Plus the 
non-team gets one and one-half new 
recruits--and they don’t even realize it! 
Bonus: Nyx micro-series, drawn by fan 
favorite artist Stephane Roux begins here! Dynamite, 2021.
SAC02. SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC  $19.99
Vol 1 Numerology #1-6, 2021: SAC01.   $19.99
SCARLET
Collects Series I #1-10 and Series 
II #1-5. Recomended. Brian Michael 
Bendis, co-creator of Miles Morales, 
Naomi, and Jessica Jones, teams 
up with his superstar co-creator and 
Iron Man and Daredevil collaborator 
Alex Maleev in this complete omnibus 
collection of their fearless political thriller 
set in the seedy underbelly of Portland, 
Oregon. A young woman becomes a cop 
and mayor killer after she is pushed to 
the edge by police brutality, government 
corruption, and unspeakable crimes. After a mysterious mur-
der and a near-death experience, Scarlet Rue wakes from a 
coma with her world shattered. Fueled by rage, guilt, and her 
vision of a better future; she takes the fight to her oppressors, 
the corrupt police force and their bosses, including the mayor, 
and becomes a stone cold killer--but of all the right people! At 
the same time, Scarlet sparks an uprising in this all too real 
tale of power, corruption, and lies. Dark Horse, 2022.
SCARL. SC, 7x10, 528pg, FC $29.99 $26.99

FIREFLY  
Return to Earth That Was Part 3
Collects #33-36. By Greg Pak. Art by 
Simona Di Gianfelice. The crew of the 
Serenity is stretched too thin and in unfa-
miliar territory, but Kaylee has had enough. 
Despite being at odds with the Jefa, 
they’ll have to turn their attention toward 
a mutual threat, along with other factions. 
Meanwhile the Washbot recruits Earthers, 
plunderer workers, and others to build a 
community just as they discover that the 
Alliance has built portals, and are coming to The-Earth-That-
Was. Boom!, 2022.
FIRR03H. HC, 7x10, 128pg, FC  $19.99
Part 1 #25-28. Part 2 #29-32, 2021:  
FIRR01H, 02H.   ea: $19.99
FIREFLY RIVER RUN
Collects Firefly: River Run #1 and 
Holiday Special #1. By David M. Booher 
(Canto) and Jeff Jensen. Art by Genolet, 
Federici, Pérez (Xena), and Mascolo. 
Simon goes undercover into the Alliance 
to get River away from those that hurt 
her at any cost. In addition, it’s time for 
a Christmas Carol, Firefly style! Jayne’s 
selfish behavior receives the unwanted 
attention of three visiting spirits who re-
veal the hidden past, present and future of 
Serenity’s most-miserly crew member. And finally revealed is 
the origin of the greatest sibling bond in a story no Browncoat 
can afford to miss. Extra-thick collection with bonus features. 
Boom!, 2022.
FIRRRH. SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC  $16.99

Zenescope
GRIMM FAIRY TALES 2022 MAY THE 4TH Cosplay 
Pinup Special Vitorino Cover
By Dave Franchini. Art by Matos, Garcia, 
Paul Green, Reyes, Riveiro, Chatzoudis, 
DeBalfo, Basaldua et al. All the Grimm 
Universe heroines and villainesses cos-
playing as some of the most famous Sci-Fi 
characters in the galaxy! Top Xenescope 
artists contribute sexy pin-ups of the 
Grimm Universe’s most popular charac-
ters plus a never-before-published Grimm 
Fairy Tales short story! Zenescope, 2022.
GRIMCP. Comic, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $5.99
GRIMM FAIRY TALES ODYSSEY
Collects Grimm Fairy Tales #26-37 and 
2020 Annual. By Dave Franchini. Art by 
Milton Estevam, Eman Casallos, et al. 
Skye Mathers’ Odyssey begins here. The 
Realms of Power are in chaos after the 
fallout from the Age of Camelot. Now, truly 
alone for the first time in her life, Skye 
Mathers must figure out a way to save 
her mentor, Shang, and still fulfill her role 
as Guardian, protecting the Earth and the 
four other dimensions linked to it. There’s 
even a Wizard of Oz storyline here! “This is Zenescope at 
their finest...” Zenescope, 2022.
GRIMTO. SC, 7x10, 328pg, FC  $29.99
GRIMM TALES OF TERROR QUARTERLY  
Sea of Souls Sean Chen Cover
By Joe Brusha, Dave Franchini et al. Art 
by Alvarado Feliu, Mota, Osnaya and 
Tamayo. When an opportunity comes up 
for several “adventurers” to escape the 
confines of their mundane life on land, 
they board a cruise that sets sail through 
murky bottomless waters, on a ship 
said to be haunted. There they will find 
that some stories of the seven seas are 
anything but tales. A long, one-shot horror 
story. Near nudity, sexy girls but dark 
horror. Zenescope, 2022.
GRIMUS. Comic, 7x10, 72pg, FC  $8.99
SWIMSUIT SPECIAL: GRIMS21.   $5.99
GRIMM UNIVERSE PRESENTS QUARTERLY 2021 Holiday 
Special Igor Vitorino Cover: GRIMUH21.   $8.99
Dracula’s Daughter, 72 page one-shot story:  
GRIMDD.  $8.99
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Vampirella
VAMPIRELLA 50TH ANNIVERSARY ART BOOK
Recommended. By Artgerm, J. Scott 
Campbell, Lucio Parrillo, Alex Ross, 
Jenny Frison, Terry Dodson, Joe 
Jusko et al. Classic portrayals of the 
Daughter of Drakulon on beautiful 
oversized pages. Picking up where 
The Art of Vampirella: The Dynamite 
Years left off, this brand-new hard-
cover volume includes well over 40 
covers from the hit Vampirella #1. Plus 
covers from the critically acclaimed 
2014 run by Nancy Collins, the Lins-
ner masterpiece Roses for the Dead, 
both 2019 series, Vampirella and Vengeance of Vampirella. 
and the Vampi/Red Sonja crossover covers. Dynamite, 2022.
VAMPAH. HC, 9x12, 240pg, FC  $39.99
VAMPIRELLA / RED SONJA Vol 2
Collects #7-12. By Jordie Bellaire. Art 
by Drew Moss. New story arc! Perfect 
jumping-on point! What in the hell are Vam-
pirella and Red Sonja doing in 1920s New 
York City, what did they do to piss off gang-
sters, and where are they going next...
if they even survive?!?! Variant covers for 
every issue by Jae Lee, Roberto Castro, 
Rod Reis, Leonardo Romero, and others, 
all doing a variant of EVERY cover. Plus 
cosplay photo covers. Dynamite, 2021.
VARS02. SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC  $19.99
Vol 1 These Dark Synchronicities #1-6: VARS01.   $19.99
VAMPIRELLA The Dark Powers
Collects #1-5 and includes complete 
gallery of 50 full page regular and 
variant covers! By Dan Abnett. Art by Paul 
Davidson et al. Welcome to The Project: 
an interdimensional collective of Golden 
Age superheroes back in the fight: Black 
Terror, Fighting Yank, The Woman in 
Red, Rocketgirl, and The Liberator! They 
are tasked with recruiting members from 
across infinite worlds. And their newest 
recruit is...Vampirella! An epic tale that will 
affect thousands of planets--billions of lives--and will answer 
the question: What happens when you ask a vampire to save 
the universe? Dynamite, 2022.
VAMDP. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC  $19.99
VAMPIRELLA VERSUS PURGATORI
Collects #1-5. By Ray Fawkes. Art by 
Alvaro Sarraseca. The unholy alliance that 
never should have been! For countless 
generations, the fight between good and 
evil has been fought, as much behind the 
scenes as in plain view. Unbeknownst to 
the world at large, one force has stood as a 
safeguard against the potential triumph of 
evil and the unleashing of the apocalypse: 
“The 36.” Now the evil creature Purgatori 
is attacking. But what could possibly bring 
these two enemies to join forces? Includes creator Q&A and 
an astonishing 49 pages of variant covers. Dynamite, 2022.
VAMVP. SC, 7x10, 136pg, FC  $19.99
VENGEANCE OF VAMPIRELLA  
Vol 2 The Spoils of War
Collects #7-12. By Tom Sniegoski. Art 
by Michael Sta. Maria. Cover by Lucio 
Parrillo. Still recovering from her final battle 
with Hemorrhage, Vampirella realizes that 
there will be no rest for the wicked and 
begins the process of assembling a plan to 
liberate Earth from the clutches of Mistress 
Nyx and the Chaos Lords. Step One: the 
creation of a new Danse Macabre! The 
Vengeance of Vampirella debuted in 1994 
with a more savage and feral Vampi. Now the original series 
writer is back for a sequel 25 years later. Complete variant 
cover gallery. Dynamite, 2022.
VENV02. SC, 7x10, 156pg, FC  $19.99
Vol 1 Rebirth. Vengeance of Vampirella Vol 2 #1-6: 
VENV01. SC, 7x10, 152pg, FC  $19.99

THE STONE KING
Eisner nominated for Best Digital 
Comic. By Kel McDonald. Art by Tyler 
Crook. When you become an adult, you 
have to prove yourself, at least that’s 
how it works for the Stoneport thieves. 
Ave has decided to illegally harvest 
healing moss from the Stone King, a 
mighty giant who roams the lands. Her 
theft goes even better than she could 
have dreamed. The biggest gem she’s 
ever seen is her prize. But what she 
thought would buy her a ticket to adventure and a better 
life, brings disaster instead. Dark Horse, 2022.
STONK. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
VAN HELSING ANNUAL Hour of 
The Witch Igor Vitorino Cover
By Pat Shand, Joe Brusha et al. Art by 
Sergio Arino and Julius Abrera. Liesel 
Van Helsing has gone against almost 
every type of monster and creature 
that the universe can throw at her, 
and she’s out-smarted, out-scienced, 
or overpowered just about each one 
of them. But what’s coming for her 
next goes beyond anything she could 
prepare for, with a power beyond 
anything she could fathom. Also featuring heroine Gretel 
and Calabar in this expanded story. Don’t cast your gaze 
anywhere but here, when Van Helsing takes on one of the 
most powerful beings she has ever faced! Solidly drawn 
good-girl horror fantasy. Zenescope, 2022.
VANHO. Comic, 7x10, 64pg, FC  $7.99
VAN HELSING: Beast of Exmoor Vitorino Cover,  
32-page story: VANBE.   $5.99
VAN HELSING VS DRACULA’S DAUGHTER. #1-5:  
VANDRA.   $19.99
THE WITCHER A Grain of Truth
By Jacek Remus and Travis Curritt. Art 
by Jonas Scharf. A graphic novel adap-
tation of Andrzej Sapkowski’s original 
short story featuring the fearless warrior 
Geralt, strange beast allies, a horribly 
evil but beautiful witch and more--the 
truth behind the fairy tales. First in a 
series of adaptations from Sapkowski’s 
acclaimed short story collection The 
Last Wish! Dark Horse, 2022.
WITGH. HC, 7x10, 56pg, FC  $17.99

Will Eisner
WILL EISNER’S GLEEFUL GUIDE TO  
OCCULT COOKERY
Almost Gone! Highly Recom-
mended. Warehouse find from 
Kitchen Sink, from 1974! The 
Saucerer’s Apprentice--1st printing. 
Brimful with tasty, enchanting reci-
pes anyone can make in any aver-
age modern kitchen--each carefully 
selected to be used in casting 
spells, leveling curses, and causing 
supernatural results in money and 
sexual affairs. And with delightful 
artwork throughout by a young Will 
Eisner, having fun with this series of “Gleeful Guides.”  
Poorhouse Press, 1974. Out of print.
WEGLG. SC, 8x11, 64pg, b&w  $25.00
WILL EISNER’S INCREDIBLE FACTS, AMAZING 
STATISTICS, MONUMENTAL TRIVIA
Almost Gone! Recommended. 
Will Eisner wrote, illustrated and 
published (Poorhouse was his 
private imprint) this as part of the 
“Gleeful Guides” series of tongue-
in-cheek spoofs. Created prior to his 
first graphic novel in 1978. The title 
of this one says it all. An enduring 
collection of startling-but-true nug-
gets about health, wealth, life, love, 
and the pursuit of happiness. Find 
“answers” to drinking, sex, living, 
law and order, and eating. Eiland Publications, 1974. Out 
of print. Condition: Cover may be slightly scuffed.
WEINF. SC, 9x11, 64pg, b&w  $25.00
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50 GIRLS 50 AND OTHER STORIES
Back in print. Our Highest Recommendation. Al Williamson 
may have been the new kid on the block, but a lifetime of studying 
such classic adventure cartoonists as Alex Raymond (Flash Gor-
don) and Hal Foster (Prince Valiant) had made him a kid to reckon 
with--as he proved again and again in the stories he created for 
EC’s legendary “New Trend” comics, in particular Weird Science 
and Weird Fantasy. Fanatagraphics, 2022.
50GH. HC, 7x10, 240pg, b&w $35.00 $31.99
CAME THE DAWN AND OTHER STORIES
Back in print. Our Highest Recommendation. Taking its 
title from one of legendary comic artist Wally Wood’s all-time 
classics, this collection features page after page after page of 
Wood’s astonishingly beautiful brushwork.These tales range from 
supernatural shockers from the pages of Tales From the Crypt and 
The Haunt of Fear to crime thrillers from Crime SuspenStories. 
Fantagraphics, 2022.
CAMEH. HC, 7x10, 208pg, b&w $34.99 $31.99
CODE OF HONOR AND OTHER STORIES
30 stories plus lots of bonus material. Our Highest Recom-
mendation. When John Severin became editor of Two-Fisted 
Tales, he expanded the scope of its stories beyond its traditional 
war stories to head off to far-flung times and places, searching for 
adventure. This volume collects all those stories from action and 
intrigue in the Old West to the jungles of Peru, to facing danger in 
the Khyber Pass, to a Cold War chiller, to EC’s only Vietnam story. 
Fantagraphics, 2022.
CODEH. HC, 7x10, 248pg, b&w $35.00 $31.99
A SLIGHT CASE OF MURDER and Other Stories:  
ASLIGH.  $34.99 $31.99
EC ARCHIVES Vault of Horror Vol 2
Collects #18-23, 1951-52. Highly Recom-
mended. Foreword by film director John 
Landis. New digital colors using Marie Sev-
erin’s original palette as a guide! Unforgetta-
ble stories drawn by all-stars Johnny Craig, 
Jack Davis, Jack Kamen, Graham Ingels, 
and Howard Larsen! Dark Horse, 2022.
ECVH02. SC, 8x11, 216pg, FC $19.99 $17.99
Gunfighter Vol 1, #5-9 (#1-5) 1948-49. 
Terror Illustrated, #1-3, 1954-55:  
ECAG01H, ECATIH   ea: $49.99 $42.50
Vault of Horror Vol 1, #12-17 (#1-6), 1950-51:  
ECVH01. SC $19.99 $17.99
GRENDEL Omnibus Vol 1 Hunter Rose
This chronicles the complete Hunter Rose 
story line with millionaire Hunter Rose and his 
alter ego, the criminal mastermind Grendel! 
Includes the very first Hunter Rose story, a 
complete Hunter Rose adventure by Matt 
Wagner, and vignettes and short stories by 
contributing storytellers Tim Sale, Guy Davis, 
Stan Sakai, Mike Allred, Darick Robertson, 
Michael Avon Oeming, Jill Thompson, and 
many more! Dark Horse, 2022.
GREN01. SC, 7x10, 600pg, Three color $29.99 $26.99
THE MICHAEL MOORCOCK LIBRARY 
Elric The Bane of The Black Sword
Recommended. By Roy Thomas. Art by Mary 
Mitchell and Mark Pacella. The fifth volume in 
the saga of Elric, the albino sorcerer who wields 
the soul-eating magical sword, Stormbringer. 
This graphic novel adapts the five novellas of 
the original novel--the continuing, eternal strug-
gle of Elric against the elder gods of chaos and 
of his true love Zarozinia. Titan, 2022.
MMEBH. HC, 7x10, 170pg, FC  $24.99
Elric Stormbringer, New foreword by P. 
Craig Russell: MORELH.   $24.99

ELVIRA MISTRESS OF THE DARK  
The Classic Years Omnibus Vol 1
Collects #1-27, 1993. By Kurt Busiek, 
Richard Howell et al. Art by Tom 
Simonton, John Heebink, Dave Cock-
rum et al. The first volume reprinting 
the long unavailable stories originally 
published by Claypool Comics in 
1993. Elvira must contend with teen 
werewolves, killer clowns, aliens, a 
high school reunion, pro wrestling, and 
more! Plus, special Halloween, Christ-
mas, and Easter stories. 26 issues, 
rounding out to a massive 600-page 
tome. Dynamite, 2021.
ELVC01. SC, 7x10, 616pg, b&w $39.99 $36.99

DC COMICS
100 BULLETS Omnibus Vol 2
Collects 100 Bullets #59-100 and 
100 Bullets: Brother Lono #1-8, 
2005-09. Recommended. By Bri-
an Azzarello. Art by Eduardo Risso. 
The series carries to its “bloody, 
shocking conclusion.” If you were 
given a chance to kill anyone you 
wanted, with a guarantee that the 
law could not touch you, would you 
take it? That’s the opportunity that 
Agent Graves provides, in the form 
of a special case containing a gun, 
a hundred rounds of ammunition, and total immunity. 
DC Comics, 2022.
BULL02H. HC, 7x11, 1008pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Vol 1: BULL01H.  $150.00 $125.00
SUPERMAN SON OF KAL-EL Vol 1 The Truth
Collects #1-6, 2021. Clark Kent’s 
son Jonathan has fought evil with 
Robin, traveled across galaxies 
with his Kryptonian grandfather, 
and lived in the future with the 
Legion of Super-Heroes, who 
were intent on training him for the 
day his father could no longer be 
Superman. There is a hole in the 
Legion’s history that prevents Jon 
from knowing exactly when that 
will happen, but all signs point to it 
being very soon. DC Comics, 2022.
SUPS01. HC, 7x10, 160pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
CATWOMAN OF EAST END Omnibus
Collects Detective Comics #759-762; Catwoman 
#1-37; Catwoman Secret Files #1; Catwoman 
Selina’s Big Score #1. Recom-
mended. Art by Darwyn Cooke. A 
serial killer is racking up bodies in 
Selina Kyle’s old haunts, taking her 
back to a life she thought she’d left 
behind. When Catwoman’s inves-
tigation leads her into the heart of 
the Gotham Police Department and 
an encounter with a face from her 
past.Written by Ed Brubaker, you 
know this is special!  
DC Comics, 2022.
CATEH. HC, 7x10, 1064pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
52 Omnibus
Collects #1-52, 2006-2017. 
New edition, first published 
in 2012. After Infinite Crisis, 
the DC Universe had its most 
eventful year ever. It was without 
Superman, Batman or Wonder 
Woman--but not a year without 
heroes! Collects the entirety of 
the ground-breaking, critically 
acclaimed DC Comics weekly 
series by award-winning writers 
Geoff Johns, Grant Morrison, Greg Rucka, Mark 
Waid and Keith Giffen. DC Comics, 2022. 
52OMH. HC, 7x10, 1216pg, FC $175.00 $149.95
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MIGHTY MARVEL MASTERWORKS  
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Vol 3
Collects Amazing Spider-Man #20-
28 & Annual #1, all from 1965. Our 
Highest Recommendation. By Stan 
Lee and Steve Ditko. Spider-Man feels 
the savage sting of the Scorpion and the 
red-hot touch of the Molten Man for the 
first time--faces unforgettable rematches 
against the Green Goblin, the Vulture 
and Sandman--and, would you believe, 
comes to blows with none other than J. 
Jonah Jameson! Plus, the wallcrawler, 
the Human Torch, the Beetle and Doc Strange! Marvel, 2022.
MMMA03. SC, 6x9, 224pg, FC  $15.99
Vol 1, Amazing Spider-Man #1-10 & Amazing Fantasy #15, 
1962-63. Vol 2 Amazing Spider-Man #11-19 & Annual #1, 
1963-64:  MMMA01, 02. SC ea: $15.99
MIGHTY MARVEL MASTERWORKS CAPTAIN 
AMERICA Vol 1
Collects the Captain America stories 
from Tales of Suspense #59-77, 1964-
66. Our Highest Recommendation. By 
Stan Lee. Art by Jack Kirby. After Cap’s 
revival from his long sleep after World 
War II, here he got his first all-new series. 
Marvel by agreement could still only 
publish eight titles a month, so they shoe-
horned Cap into Iron Man’s regular title, 
creating one of the best monthly reads in 
comics! Marvel, 2022.
MMMC01. SC, 6x9, 216pg, FC  $15.99

Penguin Classics  
Marvel Collection

The Amazing Spider-Man
Highly Recommended. Edited by Ben 
Saunders. Back to the original Amazing 
Spider -Man, with key stories from the 
first two years from 1962 to 1964. These 
transformed the conventions of the 
super hero genre by insisting that great 
power is never just a means to an end, 
but also a responsibility. Fresh insights 
into character development and the 
personalities of his creators. Plus rarely 
reprinted non-super hero stories, early 
letter pages, and supplemental materials on Stan Lee’s and 
Steve Ditko’s artistic process. Penguin Classics, 2022.
PCMA. SC, 7x10, 384pg, FC  $28.00
Black Panther
Highly Recommended. Edited by Ben 
Saunders. This anthology includes the 
Panther’s 1966 origin story by Stan Lee 
and Jack Kirby, Fantastic Four #52-53, 
and ALL the stories from Jungle Action 
#6-21, the Panther’s first solo adven-
tures. Includes the critically-acclaimed 
“Panther’s Rage” by Don McGregor, 
Rich Buckler and Billy Graham; both 
series were produced during a turbulent 
moment in America’s struggle for civil 
rights, and reflect that struggle in different ways. And more. 
Penguin Classics, 2022.
PCMB. SC, 7x10, 416pg, FC  $28.00
Captain America
Collects Tales of Suspense #59-68, 
75-81, 92-95, Captain America #1 
(1941) and 110-111, 113, 1964-69. 
Highly Recommended. Edited by Ben 
Saunders. Debuting a year before the 
events of Pearl Harbor, Captain America 
was initially conceived by Joe Simon 
and Jack Kirby as a pop culture argu-
ment for US intervention in the Europe-
an war against fascism. This includes 
his first appearances there alongside his 
first solo stories of the 1960s, in which the newly resurrected 
hero of World War II struggles to find his place in an unfamil-
iar world. And finally, Jim Steranko’s 3-issue masterpiece, 
The Death of Captain America.” Plus bonus introductions, 
forewords, and much more. Penguin Classics, 2022.
PCMC. SC, 7x10, 400pg, FC  $28.00

MARVEL JUNE 1962 Omnibus
Recommended. In June of 1962 Spi-
der-Man made his historic debut in Amaz-
ing Fantasy #15. Thor first held aloft the 
hammer in JIM #83. Hank Pym became 
Ant-Man. The FF squared off against 
Namor and Doctor Doom. Kid Colt mixed 
it up with the Circus of Crime. Millie the 
Model and Patsy and Hedy were still 
on the Marvel roster. And tales of horror 
and fantasy from the pages of titles like 
Strange Tales. Collects every comic from 
this single month! Marvel. 2022.
MARJ62H. HC, 7x10, 520pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
AUGUST 1961 Omnibus, 19 complete issues,  
August 1961: MARAUGH.  $150.00 $125.00
DAREDEVIL By Brubaker & Lark Omnibus Vol 1
Collects Daredevil #82-105 (1998 se-
ries), 2006-2008. Recommended. Nom-
inated for THREE Eisner Awards: Best 
Continuing Series, Best Writer, and Best 
Penciler-Inker Team! From Ed Brubaker 
and artists Michael Lark & Stefano 
Gaudiano! Matt Murdock’s life has been 
teetering on the edge of destruction. Now, 
pushed beyond the limit, friends are de-
serting him, and Hell’s Kitchen is slipping 
out of control. How far will Daredevil go to 
get back what is his? Marvel, 2022.
DARE01H. HC, 7x10, 608pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
MOON KNIGHT By Huston,  
Benson & Hurwitz Omnibus
By Charlie Huston, Mike Benson, Gregg 
Hurwitz et al. Art by Don Cameron, David 
Finch et al. Once, Marc Spector was the 
Egyptian god Khonshu’s avatar on Earth. 
But now, Spector and Khonshu are at 
odds. Moon Knight desperately wants to 
get back in the hero game, but every bat-
tle pushes him closer to the edge--of both 
brutality and sanity! As the increasingly 
unstable Moon Knight tries to navigate 
the superhero Civil War, will he succumb to the shadows--and 
end up back under Khonshu’s thrall? Marvel, 2022. 
MOONKH. HC, 7x10, 1184pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Mighty Marvel Masterworks Moon Knight Omnibus  
Vol 1, New printing. Moon Knight #1-20, dozens more 
titles, 1973-80s. Vol 2, Moon Knight #21-38 (1982-83), Fist 
of Khonshu #1-6, 1985 & 8 more books: MOONK01H, 02H. 
 ea: $125.00 $110.00
SHE-HULK By Peter David Omnibus
Collects She-Hulk #22-38 plus five oth-
er series, 2007-19. Art by Shawn Moll, 
Adriama Melo, Val Semeiks et al. Peter 
David crafts a whole new direction for 
the lean green fighting machine, as the 
world’s most dangerous lawyer takes on 
the world’s most dangerous job! But why 
has Jennifer Walters become a bounty 
hunter? What happened to her once 
thriving legal career? And what startling 
secret is her new partner Jazinda hiding? 
Marvel, 2022.
SHEHUH. HC, 7x11, 552pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
THE SAVAGE SHE-HULK Omnibus Savage She-Hulk  
#1-25, Marvel Two-in-One #88, 1980-82:  
SAVSHH.  $100.00 $90.00
THOR By Matt Fraction Omnibus
Thor #615-621, 2007; The Mighty 
Thor #1-22; Fear Itself #1-7, 2011-12 
and much more, 2007-11. Art by Oliver 
Coipel, Pasqukal Ferry, Stuart Immonen 
and Pepe Larraz. Matt Fraction’s 
complete saga of Thor! Asgard is the 
target of a dark, destructive force from 
another reality. When Thor and Sif dive 
deep into the heart of the fractured 
World Tree, what they find attracts the 
attention of the Silver Surfer--and in his 
wake follows Galactus! But the most horrifying threat of all is 
the Serpent--who will make the Son of Odin, and the whole 
Marvel Universe, know fear! Marvel, 2022.
THORMFH. HC, 7x11, 1352pg, FC $125.00 $110.00

MARVEL COMICS
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DIRTY PICTURES Rebels Revolutionized 
Art and Invented Comix
Recommended. By Brian 
Doherty. Author Brian 
Doherty weaves together 
the stories of R. Crumb, Art 
Spiegelman, Trina Robbins, 
Spain Rodriguez, and 
Harvey Pekar, among many 
others, detailing the complete 
narrative history of this move-
ment that came to define 
“cool.” Via dozens of new 
interviews and archival research, Doherty chroni-
cles the scenes that sprang up around the country 
in the 1960s and ‘70s and the rivalries, ideological 
battles, and conflicts that flourished. Artists’ origins 
and successes, including Spiegelman’s Pulitzer 
Prize winning Maus and the feminist collective 
Wimmen’s Comix, and through strife, from S. Clay 
Wilson’s spiral into alcoholism to Disney’s war on 
the Air Pirates. Abrams, 2022.
DIRPH. HC, 6x9, 448pg, Text Only  $30.00
DRAWING THE FEMALE FIGURE  
A Guide for Manga, Hentai, and  
Comic Book Artists
By Hikaru Hayashi. Intended 
for both experienced and 
beginner manga, hentai and 
comic book artists, this will 
teach you the tricks of the 
trade when it comes to cre-
ating female characters with 
serious sex appeal. Draw the 
body, breasts and nipples, 
faces, hairstyles, underwear, 
cleavage, boobs, buns, legs and much more. 
Covers a variety of different poses and angles. 
Korero Press, 2021. Mature Readers.
DRAFF. SC, 8x10, 176pg, b&w  $36.95

PS Artbooks
CHILLING TALES #13 Facsimile Edition & Print
Collects #13, 1952. With 11 1/2 x 16 matted print 
of the cover. Recommended. Kicking off PS Fac-
simile comics comes a three-issue line-up from the 
pen of the legendary Matt Fox who also created 
covers for the pulp Weird Tales. He is well known 
for a small body of work but each piece unique and 
totally weird! Plus: The Screaming Skull by Harry 
Harrison, Spider Hider by pulp illustrator Vincent 
Napoli and Pursued by Vic Carrabotta. All scans 
reworked to bring them back as close as possible 
to the originals, with all ads. PS Artbooks, 2021.
CHIL13. Comic, 7x10, 36pg, FC  $23.99
PHANTOM LADY #13  
Facsimile Edition & Print
1947. With 11 1/2 x 16 inch matted print of the 
cover. Recommended. This scarce first issue 
launches the PS Facsimile Comics imprint. In-
cludes a bonus oversized, matted print of the cover. 
The first appearance of legendary Matt Baker’s 
Phantom Lady. This issue includes “Knights of 
the Crooked Cross,” and Blue Beetle stars in “The 
Mummy Who Never Died.” Guide price in Over-
street runs $500 to $10,000. PS Artbooks, 2022.
PHL13. Comic, 7x10, 32pg, FC  $23.99
PHANTOM LADY #14  
Facsimile Edition & Print
1947. With 11 1/2 x 16 inch matted print of the 
cover. Recommended. Scarce second issue of 
legendary artist Matt Baker’s sexiest heroine in 
comics. Next in the new PS Facsimile Comics 
imprint series. Includes a bonus oversized, matted 
print of the cover. Three complete stories: “Scoun-
drels and Scandals,” “The Condemned Venus,” and 
“A Shroud for the Bride.” Overstreet value of the 
original issue: $300 to $5300. PS Artbooks, 2022.
PHL14. Comic, 7x10, 32pg, FC  $23.99
PHANTOM LADY #15  
Facsimile Edition & Print
1947. With 11 1/2 x 16 matted print of the cover. 
Recommended. Kicking off PS Facsimile Comics 
comes a three-issue line-up from the pen of the 
legendary Matt Baker. This is the first of several 
iconic covers by Baker, in the most sexually daring 
stories of the Golden Age. This issue includes “An 
Army of Waking Dead,” “The Meanest Crook in the 
World,” and “Red Rain.” PS Artbooks, 2022.
PHL15. Comic, 7x10, 32pg, FC  $23.99
ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN Vol 19
Collects #108-113, 1959-60. Recommended. Art 
by John Buscema, Paul Reinman, John Forte et al. 
The complete contents of six issues, including all 
stories, ads and 2-page Letters Pages with some 
surprising writers. Cool stories of fantasy, science 
fiction and the supernatural, as well as time travel, 
aliens, robots and more surprises. Additional artists 
include Pete Costanza, John Rosenberger, Al 
Wenzel, Emil Gershwin and the fine Ogden Whit-
ney, who drew most if not all the covers and stories 
in every issue. Most stories written by Richard 
Hughes. PS Artbooks, 2021.
ADU19. SC, 7x10, 216pg, FC  $26.99
See our website, or inquire for more Adventures into the Unknown.
SILVER AGE CLASSICS:  
SPACE WAR Vol 2 Hardcover
Charlton’s Space War #6-10, 1960-61. Recom-
mended. Steve Ditko covers and art in #6, 8 and 
10. Who? What? Why? and Where? Fundamental 
universal sci-fi teasers--luckily enough we have Dit-
ko & crew to answer those questions! Art by Rocco 

Mastroserio, Bill Molno, Dick 
Giordano and Charles Nich-
olas. Fun early sci-fi from the 
little company that wasn’t quite 
DC or Marvel...but did publish 
the occasional gems. PS Artbooks, 2022.
SASW02H. HC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $46.99
◄ Vol 2 Softcover
Variant cover. PS Artbooks, 2022.
SASW02. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $26.99

ALLEY OOP Book Three Invasion of 
Moo--V.T. Hamlin
Highly Recommend-
ed. Join Alley Oop on 
his quest for a new 
land when a plague 
of locusts ravages his 
homeland of Moo. This 
volume includes all of the 
daily strips from 1935, which have never before 
been reprinted. Six complete episodes including 
“Flight,” where the boys try using pteradactyl 
wings, “Foozy Wanderer” and “Swept Away.” 
Andrews McMeel, 2022.
ALLE03. SC, 11x8, 112pg, b&w  $19.95
Book One Dinny--V.T. Hamlin 1932-33:  
ALLE01.   $19.95 
Book Two War with Lem--V.T. Hamlin:  
ALLE02.   $19.95
COMICS REVUE PRESENTS JUNE 2022
New Phantom cover. Rec-
ommended. Complete sto-
ries in this issue: Buz Sawyer 
(1970) by Roy Crane, Sir 
Bagby (1963) by R&D Hack-
ney, and Mandrake the Ma-
gician (1939-40) by Lee Falk 
and Phil Davis. 19 pages of 
full-color Sunday pages and 
a wealth of B&W features: 
Flash Gordon (1973) by Mac 
Raboy and Harry Harrison, 
Alley Oop (1941) by V. T. Hamlin, Rick O’Shay 
(1958) by Stan Lynde. Steve Canyon (1976) by 
Milton Caniff, Garth by Peter O’Donnell, Steve 
Dowling, and John Allard, Drago (1946) by 
Burne Hogarth, Gasoline Alley (1983) by Dick 
Moores and more! Manuscript Press, 2022.
CR0622. SC, 8x10, 128pg, PC  $19.95
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LORENZO SPERLONGA’S PIN-UP  
PLAYING CARDS Dolls & Roses
Dolls & Roses are two 
completely new playing 
card decks featuring the 
pin-up art by Lorenzo 
Sperlonga. Each deck 
features 54 cards, each 
one with a new painting. 
The decks are completely 
different from each and 
sinfully uncensored! Each 
tuck box features its own 
wild card: “nice” in the front, 
“naughty” in the back of the 
box. Sperlonga, 2022. Mature Viewers.
LORPC. 54 cards ea, 3x4, FC  $35.00
CAVEWOMAN MIDNIGHT MADNESS 
Budd Root Cover E
Limited to 450, with 
certificate of authenticity. 
By Devon Massey. Fine 
new cover of Merriem riding 
a huge sabre-tooth, leading 
a pack of the massive 
creatues...and a gorilla 
too. Nice departure from 
Budd’s typical covers. Nice 
work. Plus, it’s movie night 
at the Moon Valley Video 
Store and owner Carrie 
Fulton invites you to join in 
the festivities as long as you dress up like your 
favorite movie character. But be careful, someone 
here is planning to ruin Carrie’s video evening. 
Who is behind this insidious plot? Amryl, 2022. 
Mature readers.
CAVMIDE. Comic, 7x10, 24pg, b&w  $12.00

BARE BONES Vol 10 Spring 2022
This issue: a look at 60’s 
TV comic tie-ins; a tour of 
“Nightmare Alley;” an explora-
tion of 45 years of Star Wars 
EU fiction; John Scoleri talks 
with Chris Matheson about 
his new memoir of his famous 
father; a guide to Verdict 
Crime Detection Magazine; 
The Marvel University profs 
tackle Marvel’s Monsters 
Unleashed Magazine; fiction 
reviews by S. Craig Zahler; another trip down 
Sleaze Alley with Peter Enfantino; and David J. 
Schow takes on the 8th Wonder of the World in 
his R&D column...and the “Godfather of Grande 
Dame Guignol.” Plentiful illustrations in b&w. 
Cimmaron Street Books, 2022.
BARE10. SC, 6x9, 108pg, Text/b&w  $12.00
See our website, or inquire for more Bare 
Bones.
NIGHTMARE ABBEY Vol 1
Edited by Tom English 
(Black Infinity). Cover by 
Virgil Finlay. In a book 
format, a new series kicks 
off with a special Ramsey 
Campbell issue featuring a 
new interview with the UK’s 
grandmaster of horror and 
19 tales of terror. Several 
rarely seen classics, plus six 
new stories, by award-win-
ning writers Steve Duffy, 
Lynda E. Rucker, David Surface and others; 
and two illustrated articles, on the 70s TV series 
Kolchak: the Night Stalker; and Jacques Tour-
neur’s I Walked With a Zombie (by film historian 
Justin Humphreys). Dead Letters Press, 2022.
NIGA01. SC, 7x10, 180pg, Text/b&w  $14.95

Edgar Rice Burroughs  
Authorized Library

By Edgar Rice Burroughs. New cover and frontispiece 
by Joe Jusko. 
Vol 13 Tarzan at the Earth’s Core
With 74 pages of bonus archival material! 
Our Highest Recommendation. One of my 
very favorite Tarzan novels, where the two se-
ries, Pellucidar and Tarzan, cross over. David 

Innes meets Tarzan. One 
of ERB’s best Tarzan 
adventures, in my humble 
opinion. -Bud. Plus an 
amazing bonus section 
with all the original pulp 
illustrations, dozens of 
previous edition covers, correspondence, etc. 
David Innes is a captive at the Earth’s Core 
but he gets a message for help to the surface 
world. Tarzan joins a team using using a dirigi-
ble to sail into the polar opening to the savage, 
prehistoric world. But Pellucidar is not like the 

jungles the ape-man knows... Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2022.
ERBA13H. HC, 6x9, 358pg, Text/b&w  $29.95
Vol 14 Tarzan the Invincible
60 pages of bonus archival features. Highly 
Recommended. La of Opar is in trouble. 
The high priestess of the forgotten outpost of 
Atlantis has been betrayed by her people and 
locked in their dungeons until Tarzan comes 
to the rescue of the beautiful woman who still 
loves him. Which he does, but then she, to-
gether with a strange woman of Tarzan’s kind, 
ends up captured again, this time in the tent of 
an Arab slave trader, dreading her certain fate. 
Meanwhile, Tarzan is beset by a peculiar band 
of men who have invaded his land--led by a 
madman bent on evil subversion. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2022.
ERBA14H. HC, 6x9, 338pg, Text/b&w  $29.95
Vol 15 Tarzan Triumphant
Bonus 48 pages of archival material. Highly 
Recommended. Evil men have come to the 
land of Tarzan, looting and killing as they move. 
But other evil lurks in a small valley of the 
Ghenzi Mountains, where the last remnants of 
an ugly, perverted people dwell in what they 
call their faith--an ancient belief that came from 
Rome nearly 2,000 years before. Now they 
have captured Lady Barbara Collis and mean 
to use her as a human sacrifice--unless Tarzan 
arrives in time!  
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2022. 
ERBA15H. HC, 6x9, 342pg, Text/b&w  $29.95
Vol 16 Tarzan and the City of Gold
72 pages of bonus archival features. Highly 
Recommended. When Tarzan of the Apes 
frees a man being tortured by cruel bandits, he 
is surprised to learn that the stranger comes 

from no race or country 
the ape-man knows. He 
is from the fabled land 
of Onthar, where lie two 
ancient cities unknown 
to the outside world. One 
is Athne, city of ivory; 
the other is Cathne, 
city of gold and evil. There great prides of 
trained lions are used to hunt down men and 
wage eternal war. And there Tarzan meets the 
beautiful queen Nemone, who is determined 
to have Tarzan as her king--or feed him to the 

lions! Edgar Rice Burroughs, 2022.
ERBA16H. HC, 6x9, 342pg, Text/b&w  $29.95
Tarzan Books 13-16 Set
Highly Recommended. Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2022.
ERBA05P. HC, 6x9, Text/b&w $119.80 $109.00
Tarzan Books 1-4 Set [ERBAP], 5-8 Set [ERBA02P], 9-12 Set 
[ERBA03P]:   ea: $119.80 $109.00
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SWING Vol 5
By Matt Hawkins. Art by Yishan Li. “Swing works 
as a raunchy romance that serves up an increas-
ingly engrossing mix of eroticism, education and 
emotion. It’s sexy escapism done right.”--Critical 
Hit. Dan and Cathy’s epic journey into sexual 
discovery (swinging, group sex, partner swapping, 
threesomes) wraps up in the final volume of the 
series! Outed, aging, remembering their best (and 
strangest) experiences...will their love overcome 
all? Will there be a happy ending?.  
Image Comics, 2022. Adult Material.
SWIN05. SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC  $16.99
See our website, or inquire for more Swing.

MILO MANARA’S GULLIVERA
New edition. Recommended. The explicit 
erotic graphic novel is loosely inspired by the 
adventures of Jonathan Swift’s classic, Gulliv-
er’s Travels, as told by the unique and playful 
pen and undisputed master of erotic comics, 
Milo Manara. After boarding an abandoned 
ship, the young and beautiful Gullivera 
encounters strange new worlds and exotic 
new people, from tiny Lilliputians (who tie her 
up, nearly naked) to teasing giants (who also 
seduce her) and a few other titillating stops 
along the way. Humanoids, 2022. Adult material.
MMGUH. HC, 9x13, 68pg, FC  $24.99
THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION [MILDEF]. THE GOLDEN ASS 
Uncensored Version [MILGH]:  ea: $24.99

IVONE, QUEEN OF SIN DVD
Starring Francisco Cavalcanti, 
Dalma Ribas, Zilda Mayo, and 
João Paulo Ramalho. Tired of 
the oppression of her pimp, 
call girl Ivone becomes a sex 
entrepreneur. Determined 
to end the competition, her 
former boss will try everything 
to eliminate her, while she 
struggles to find her son who 
entered the world of crime. 
Director Francisco Cavalca-
nti was one of the most prolific directors of Brazilian 
popular cinema. This was one of his major success-
es, which brought more than 1.6 million viewers to 
the theaters. One-7 Movies, 2022. Adult material.
IVONQ. DVD, 90 min, 1 disc, FC  $24.98

A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF NUDISM
By Richard Battenberg.A revealing peek at 
those who like to get naked--from the early 
utopian dreamers of the 1920s to the liberated 
pleasure-seekers of today. 240 pages about the 
clothes-free lifestyle with a unique and rare col-
lection of photographs. Nudism or Freikörperkul-
tur as it was known in Germany, was one of 
the most radical expressions of criticism of 
civilization in the early twentieth century. It was 
the collecting tray for those in search of mean-
ing--from nature enthusiasts to socialists up to 
and including the anti-semetic-racist movement. 
Over a hundred years of nudist culture in words 
and pictures, primarily based in the U.K. and 
Germany. Goliath, 2022. Adult Material.
PHOHH. HC, 5x7, 240pg, b&w $47.99 $44.99
SYLVIA KRISTEL From Emmanuelle to Chabrol
By Jeremy Richey. An enormous fancy art book 
that gives a in-depth film-to-film guide to erotic, 
action and horror film actress Sylvia Kristel’s 
1970s movies, including the first 3 Emmanuelle 
movies. A trailblazing figure in film, this Nether-
lands native became one of the biggest stars in 
the world as Emmanuelle in 1974. Kristel also 
appeared in over 20 films between 1973 and 
1981 featuring exceptional work with some of 
the greatest directors in film history including 
Walerian Borowczyk, Alain Robbe-Grillet, 
Roger Vadim and Claude Chabrol. Abundant 
nudity. Cult Epics, 2022. Mature Readers.
SYLKH. HC, 10x12, 352pg, Text/PC  $79.95
42ND STREET FOREVER Peep Show Collection #53 DVD
Fifteen 1960s-80s 8mm stag movies, re-
mastered. Fifteen classic “loops” with titles like 
“Greasy Lust,” “Alice in Wonder,” “The Serving 
Wench,” and more. Watch for adult film stars 
Anna Ventura, Susan McBain, Veri Knotty and 
a slew of unknowns in these raunchy rarities! 
A continuing series of salacious 8mm shorts, 
remastered from original film prints. Impulse 
Pictures, 2022. Adult Material.
PSC53. DVD, 103 min, 1 disc, FC  $24.95
See our website, or inquire for more Peep 
Show DVDs.
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FOLD-ON ARCHIVAL BOOK JACKETS 
Pack of 10
Made from chemically stable Super-Clear 1.5-mil 
polyester film with a specially formulated pH-neu-
tral PVA adhesive--premium protection without 
losing the brilliance of the jacket graphics!
8-Inch JAF8. 8x17-1/2 ...............................$7.95
9-Inch JAF9. 9x19 .................................... $8.50
10-Inch JAF10. 10x21  ..............................$9.50
10-Inch Extra Long JAF10L. 10x29  ........$9.95
12-Inch JAF12. 12x24  ..............................$9.95
12-Inch Extra Long JAF12L. 12x32  ......$10.95
14-Inch JAF14. 14x28  ............................$10.95
16-Inch JAF16. 16x30  ............................$11.95

MYLITES 2 SLEEVES Pack of 50  
Temporarily out of stock
Magazine MYL2MAG. 9x11-1/2 .............. $29.00
Silver/Gold Comic MYL2SIL. 8×10-1/2 . $22.00

MYLAR SLEEVES Temporarily out of stock
Standard/Regular Comic  
MYLREG. 7 -1/4 x10-1/2, 25 sleeves ..... $16.00

PLASTIC BAGS Pack of 100 except where 
noted
Postcard POSTC. 3-11/16×5-3/4.............. $4.95
Paperback Book PB. 5x7-3/8 .................. $6.95
Digest/Manga DIGEST. 6x7-5/8 ............... $6.95
Current CPP. 6-7/8x10-1/2 ....................... $5.95
Silver Age/Regular SAPP. 7-1/8x10-1/2 .. $6.50
Golden Age GAR. 7-5/8x10-1/2 ............... $7.50
Golden Age Thick  SUG. 8x10-1/2 .......... $7.95
Magazine MAG. 8-3/4 x11-1/8 .................. $8.50
Extra Thick Magazine/Sheet Music  
XTHICK. 9-3/8 x 12-1/4 ...........................  $11.95
Treasury TBAGS. 10-1/2x13-1/2 ............ $14.95
Large Magazine/Life  
LGMAG. 11-1/8x14-1/4 ........................... $16.95
Large Newspaper  
MPO. 16-1/4x24-1/8, 50 bags  ................ $24.95
Tabloid/Art Print TABL. 12-1/4x18-1/4 .. $24.95 
Has a minor ripple.

BACKING BOARDS Pack of 100 except where 
noted
Current CPPB. 6-3/4 x10-1/2 ................. $12.95
Silver Age SAPPB. 7x10-1/2 .................. $13.95
Golden Age GARB. 7-1/2x10-1/2 ........... $15.50
Magazine MAGB. 8-1/2x11 ..................... $17.50
Treasury TBAGSB. 10-1/4 x13-1/2 ........ $29.95
Tabloid/Art print TABLB. 11x17 .............$42.50

COMIC BOOK TALL DIVIDERS
Heavy duty white plastic, write-on index tab 
COMTD. 7-1/4 x11-1/4, 25 dividers ........ $22.50
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SAVAGE ART 20th Century Genre and 
the Artists that De-
fined It Hardcover
Bargain priced, still 
2010 cover price. Highly 
Recommended! Entirely 
from the original paintings, 
with stunning reproduction, 
full page for each pulp 
cover. The lurid and violent 
illustrations in movie post-
er art, comic books, and 
game art. Featuring art by Virgil Finlay, Nor-
man Saunders, H.J. Ward, Harold McCauley, 
Austin Briggs, Emsh, Harry Parkhurst, Wal-
ter Baumhofer, Rafael de Soto, and others. 
Underwood Books, 2010. Out of print.
SAVAH. HC, 9x12, 112pg, FC  $15.00
SHAMELESS ART 20th Century Genre 
and the Artist That Defined It
Bargain priced, still 
2010 cover price. Highly 
Recommended. All from 
the original art: Rare, 
completely nude ladies by 
famous pin-up artists Fritz 
Willis, Roy Best, Zoe 
Mozart, Gil Elvgren (who 
rarely did nudes), Andrew 
Loomis, Earl Moran, Art 
Sarnoff, Rolf Armstrong 
(several), George Petty (one nude, four 
just-about), Bergey, and of course, Vargas. 
Suggestive pin-ups by Caldwell Higgins, Bill 
Randal, Ted Withers, Art Frahm. And much 
more. Underwood Books, 2010. Out of print. 
Mature Readers.
SHAAH. HC, 10x12, 112pg, FC  $15.00

MIDDLE EARTH Visions of a  
Modern Myth

New Signed 
Bookplate. Highly 

Recommended. From 
the brush of Donato 
Giancola’s illustrations 
for J. R. R. Tolkien’s 
fantastic Middle-Earth. 
Dramatic lighting and 
deft draftsmanship in 
a photo-realistic style, 
reminiscent of master 
painters, explains Donato’s popularity. Win-
ner of numerous Hugo and Chesley Awards. 
A refreshingly new exploration of literature’s 
most beloved fantasy realm with portraits 
as well as action scenes involving all the 
characters. Underwood Books, 2010.
MIDEH. HC, 9x13, 78pg, FC $25.00 $17.50

Underwood on Sale
ARTISTS AGAINST THE WAR

Highly Recom-
mended. Art by 

Ralph Steadman, Peter 
de Seve, Milton Glaser, 
et al. Edited with an intro-
duction by Steve Brodner. 
Based on the 2008 
Society of Illustrators’ ex-
hibit, “Artists Against the 
War,” this draws from the 
history of graphic protest 
and demonstrates the 
many ways that illustrators--in comics, editorial 
cartoons, illustrations for magazine articles, and 
so on--have reflected on the representations 
and misrepresentations of war, specifically 
in Iraq and Afghanistan. 56 nationally-known 
contributors, an all-star list including Gross-
man, Arisman, Kuper, Sorel, Holland, Billout, 
Silverman, Tim O’Brien, Banyai et al.  
Underwood Books, 2011.
ARTAGH. HC, 8x10, 110pg, PC $19.95 $12.95

ILENE MEYER PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS, 
PERCEPTIONS Deluxe
Publisher file copy. Slipcased. Signed & numbered, 
500. Highly Recommended! Edited by Cathy and 
Arnie Fenner. Ilene Meyer’s oil paintings transport 
viewers through the mists of myths and creation to ex-
plore a unique world populated by fantastical creatures 
and imaginary landscapes--all rendered with clarity 
and passion. As surreal as Pablo Picasso or Salvador 
Dali, as evocative as Georgia O’Keeffe, this gallery 
introduces SF and New Age aficionados to the first full-
scale celebration of Meyer’s work. Underwood Books, 2004.
ILENED. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $50.00
Regular Edition
Publisher file copy. Underwood Books, 2004.
ILENEH. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $29.95
THE FIVE GOLD BANDS  
By Jack Vance Signed
Almost Gone! Publisher file copy. Signed, limited to 
300! Highly Recommended. Cover by Earle Bergey.
First published in 1950 as “The Space Pirate,” Vance’s 
second book. “Earther” Paddy Blacktorn sets out to 
steal the secret of the interstellar space drive from the 
genetically altered descendants, the five sons, of the 
inventor. Plans are concealed in five gold armbands 
that they exchange each year when they allocate drive 
production amongst their worlds... 
Underwood-Miller, 1993. Out of print.
FIVJVHS. HC, 6x9, 164pg, FC  $50.00
DARK THOUGHTS ON WRITING  
Advice and Commentary from Fifty Masters 
of Fear and Suspense
Almost Gone! Publisher file copy. Interviews with 
Ray Bradbury, Neil Gaiman, Stephen King, Dean 
Koontz, Anne Rice, Clive Barker and 45 more writers! 
A source of inspiration with behind-the-scenes looks: 
special writing tricks, strange fan mail or views on cen-
sorship. Underwood Books, 1997. Out of print.
DARTHO. SC, 6x9, 206pg, Text Only  $15.00

ORIGINS The Art of John Jude Palencar Deluxe
Publisher file copy. Signed & dated 2006 by 
Palencar, limited to 300 numbered copies. 
Highly Recommended. Edited by Cathy and Arnie 
Fenner. Foreword by Christopher Paolini. John 
Jude Palencar is a rarity among modern artists, 
mixing meticulous technique reminiscent of the old 
masters with a soaring, darkly surreal imagination. 
There are touches of Bosch and Da Vinci in his 
visual allegories of netherworld landscapes and 
doomed characters. His painted book covers and 
illustrations for works by Stephen King, Lovecraft, 
Tolkien, and many others have won him wide ac-
claim. But he is perhaps best known for his covers to the fantasy novels 
of Christopher Paolini. Underwood Books, 2007. Out of print.
ORIGJJD. HC, 9x12, 128pg, PC  $150.00
Regular Edition
Almost Gone! Publisher file copy. Underwood Books, 2007. Out of 
print. Mature Readers.
ORIGJJH. HC, 9x12, 128pg, PC  $90.00
R/EVOLUTION The Art of Jon Foster Deluxe
Almost Gone! Signed, numbered & limited, 300! Publisher file copy. 
Highly Recommended. This collection samples 
a wide range of Jon Foster’s work, reprinting pa-
perback art for novels by Michael Moorcock, Paul 
Collins, and Liz Williams, along with a selection 
of his work for Wizards of the Coast’s Magic: The 
Gathering game cards, DC Comics covers (includ-
ing Neil Gaiman’s Books of Magic), and his unusual 
images for National Geographic Jon Foster creates 
irresistibly dark demimondes populated by retro 
robots, Star Wars villains, and creepy goth-inspired 
creatures that recall the work of James Gurney 
(Dinotopia), and much more.  
Underwood Books, 2006. Out of print.
REVOD. HC, 9x12, 176pg, FC  $60.00
Regular Edition
Almost Gone! Underwood Books, 2006. Out of Print.
REVOH. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $35.00

Publisher File Copies
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WOMEN OF WONDER Celebrating Women Cre-
ators of Fantastic Art Publisher Edition Softcover

Our Highest Recommendation. 
Edited by Cathy Fenner. Introduc-

tion by Lauren Panepinto. From the 
co-editor of Spectrum, a spotlight on 
women creators of fantastic art (tradi-
tionally seen as a largely male domain, 
though women have always been active 
participants) from Kewpie creator Rose 
O’Neill and pulp illustrator Margaret 
Brundage to Spectrum Grand Masters 
Diane Dillon and Kinuko Y. Craft. Also: 
Lisbeth Zwerger, Sulamith Wulfing, 
Marie Severin, Rowena, Eleanor Fortescue Brickdale 
(last of the Pre-Raphaelite illustrators), Howard Pyle student 
Elizabeth Shippin Green et al. Underwood Books, 2015. 
Out of print.
WOMOW. SC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $24.95 $14.95

REFLECTIONS AND REFRACTIONS 
Robert Silverberg Signed Limited Edition
Publisher file copy. Thoughts on 
Science-Fiction, Science, and Other 
Matters. Signed by Robert Silverberg 
& numbered from 300, in slipcase. 
A collection of 20 years of columns 
originally published in Amazing Stories, 
Galileo, and Issac Asimov’s Science 
Fiction Magazine between 1973 and 
1997 discusses science fiction, science 
and society, the profession of writing, 
and other writers. The liveliest and 
most relevant were chosen for this 
substantial volume. Robert Silverberg 
is one of the grand masters of the 
sci-fi genre. He has won more major award nominations than 
any other writer in his field, and no less than nine Hugo and 
Nebula awards, the key science fiction/fantasy trophies. His 
books have been translated into some 18 languages and 
his short stories have appeared in every science fiction and 
fantasy magazine in the world as well as Omni, Playboy and 
Penthouse. Underwood Books, 1997. Out of print.
REFRED. HC, 6x9, 426pg, Text Only  $30.00
Softcover Edition
Publisher file copy. Underwood Books, 1997. Out of print.
REFRE. SC, 6x9, 426pg, Text Only $19.95 $9.95
Hardcover Edition

Publisher file copy. Underwood Books, 1997. Out of 
print.

REFREH. HC, 6x9, 426pg, Text Only $29.95 $14.95
THE SELECTED LETTERS OF 

PHILIP K DICK 1980-1982
Publisher file copy. Wrap-around 

dust jacket art by Ilene Meyer. In this 
sixth entry in the series of Dick’s letters, 
the great sci-fi author continues his 
metaphysical and religious quest initiat-
ed by the Valis visions of 1974. In these 
letters to friends, fans, agents, and other 
sci-fi writers, Dick speculates on the 
visionary and archetypal material that 
intruded into his novels in the latter part 
of his life, which marked a turning point 
in his literary career. These intensely personal letters express 
Dick’s deepest thoughts on science fiction, human nature, 
philosophy, and more. Underwood Books, 2009. Out of print.
SECLET. HC, 7x10, 288pg, Text Only $39.95 $24.95
SPECTRUM Vol 8 Hurt
Edited by Cathy and Arnie Fenner. A 
wider reach than any previous volume, 
featuring works from Germany, 
England, the Netherlands, Croatia, 
Canada, and France, in addition to 
those of American artists. The roster 
includes James Gurney (Dinotopia 
books) and Anita Kunz (illustrator 
for Rolling Stone magazine). Jean 
“Moebius” Giraud is honored with an 
illustrated biography, while the “Year in 
Review” puts the entire field in focus. Includes 250 full-color 
illustrations. Underwood Books, 2001. Condition: Bumped 
spines and corners.
SPE08. SC, 8x11, 160pg, FC $27.00 $22.50
SPECTRUM Vol 11 Hardcover

The Best in Contemporary 
Fantastic Art. Highly Recom-

mended. Edited by Cathy Fenner 
and Arnie Fenner. 300 artists; seven 
categories, including one devoted to 
comics and graphic novels, a feast of 
disparate visions and artistic imagin-
ing. Featuring John Howe, fantasy 
illustrator and designer for Lord of the 
Rings; Peter de Seve, conceptual 
artist on Finding Nemo; Anita Kunz’s 
work from Rolling Stone; bold new work by Michael Whelan; 
John Jude Palancar; Doug Chiang, design director for Star 
Wars; and Jon Foster, also of Star Wars fame.  
Underwood Books, 2004.
SPE11H. HC, 9x12, 208pg, FC $39.00 $24.95

TELLING STORIES The Comic Art of Frank 
Frazetta Hardcover Slipcased

Back in stock. Our Highest 
Recommendation. Art by 

Frank Frazetta. This offers the 
complete Thunda and his best 
romance works, such as “Untamed 
Love” and “The Wrong Road.” Plus 
combat tales, funny animals, White 
Indian, Ghost Rider covers and 
much, much more. Some of these 
stories offer some of his finest pen 
& ink works, with shapely women, 
nude statues, and lots of implied lust. Fantasy art’s most 
popular painter was also one of the finest comic book 
illustrators in the pre-code 1950s. This deluxe collection 
exhibits the skill of a master craftsman but also provides 
tantalizing glimpses of where the young artist’s career 
would ultimately take him, into covers for Conan, Warren 
mags and movie posters. Hardcover in slipcase! This was 
the ONLY trade edition of this book.  
Underwood Books, 2008.
TELSH. HC/Slip Case, 9x12, 192pg, FC $49.95 $29.95

STRANGE DAYS Aliens,  
Adventurers, Devils, and Dames

Highly Recommended. 32 
oversized, full-color, framable 

examples of this best of the fabled pulp 
covers. Included are works by some of 
pulpdom’s most renowned artists: Vir-
gil Finlay, Hannes Bok, Edd Cartier, 
Margaret Brundage, Jerome Rozen, 
Belarski, Enoch Bolles and Walter 
Baumhoffer...all reproduced from the 
original paintings!  
Underwood Books, 2009. Out of print.
STRDH. SC, 11x15, 32pg, FC $17.95 $9.95
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FANTASTIC FOUR Full Circle 
Alex Ross Hardcover
It’s a rainy night in Manhattan, and not 
a creature is stirring except for... Ben 
Grimm. When an intruder suddenly 
appears inside the Baxter Building, the 
Fantastic Four--Mister Fantastic (Reed 
Richards), the Invisible Woman (Susan 
Storm Richards), the Human Torch 
(Johnny Storm), and The Thing (Ben 
Grimm)--find themselves surrounded 
by a swarm of invading parasites. These carrion creatures 
composed of Negative-Energy come to Earth using a human 
host as a delivery system. But for what purpose? And who is 
behind this untimely invasion? The Fantastic Four have no 
choice but to journey into the Negative Zone, an alien uni-
verse composed entirely of anti-matter, risking not just their 
own lives but the fate of the cosmos!  
Abrams ComicArts, 2022. Due: Sep.
FFFULLH. HC, 8x11, 64pg, FC  $24.99
Now in Stock  
ICE CREAM MAN Sundae Edition
Collects #1-12. By Maxwell Prince. Art 
by Martin Morazzo and Chris O’Halloran. 
Collecting the first twelve issues of the 
critically acclaimed, bestselling anthol-
ogy comic Ice Cream Man. Oversized 
hardcover. From the haunting inaugural 
issue, to an exploration of opioid abuse, 
to a lauded three-tiered silent meditation, 
to even the far reaches of future outer 
space--there’s a sliver of suffering here 
for everyone. Image Comics, 2022. Due: Aug.
ICE01H. HC, 7x11, 400pg, FC $44.99 $41.99
MISS FURY JOY DIVISION Signed
An original graphic novel. Signed 
bookplate by Billy Tucci! Writer Billy 
Tucci, along with artists Maria Laura 
Sanapo and Edu Menna, delves into the 
eponymous deep dark secret of the Nazi 
regime during the Second World War. 
Through the 1940s, several Nazi concen-
tration camps featured brothels wherein 
Jewish women were forced to work as 
prostitutes for soldiers. This rarely dis-
cussed, dark tragedy of history remains 
starkly relevant today. Now, Miss Fury and her team of Black 
Furies have discovered this cruel phenomenon--and they’re 
going to kick some Nazi ass, in an all-female style mission of 
revenge. Dynamite, 2022. Due: Aug.
MISJDHS. HC, 136pg, FC  $50.00
SEVEN TO ETERNITY
Packed with bonus material. By Rick 
Remender, Jerome Opena and Matt 
Hollingsworth. The entire Seven to Eterni-
ty epic collected in one deluxe oversized 
hardcover edition. The God of Whispers 
has spread an omnipresent paranoia to 
every corner of the kingdom of Zhal; his 
spies hide in every hall spreading mistrust 
and fear. Adam Osidis, a dying knight 
from a disgraced house, must choose 
either to join a hopeless band of magic 
users in their desperate bid to rid their world of the evil god, or 
to accept the god’s promise to give him everything his heart 
desires. Image Comics, 2022. Due: Sep.
SEVETH. HC, 8x12, 544pg, FC $59.99 $54.99
THE ANIMAL MAN OMNIBUS 
(2022 Edition)
Highly Recommended. By Grant 
Morrison. Art by Chaz Truog. Grant 
Morrison’s epic run on Animal Man 
collected in one massive hardcov-
er! Buddy Baker is more than just a 
second rate Super Hero--he’s also a 
family man and animal rights activist. 
Now, as he tries to jump-start his crime 
fighting career, he experiences visions 
of aliens, people transforming into 
strange pencil-like drawings, and hints 
of a terrible crisis lurking around the edges of reality.  
DC Comics, 2022. Due: Aug.
ANIMMH. HC, 712pg, FC $100.00 $90.00

THE ART OF RON COBB
Recommended. By Jacob Johnston. 
During his sixty-year career, Ron Cobb 
started out as a radical underground 
comics cartoonist, but his far larger 
claim to fame was his concept art 
for some of the biggest films in sci-fi 
cinema. From designing spaceships 
for Alien, Dark Star, and Firefly and the 
Delorean from Back to the Future to 
character designs for Conan the Barbar-
ian and creature concepts for Star Wars 
and The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Ron has left a lega-
cy of artwork behind to inspire future generations of concept 
artists. Includes exclusive insights from the talent he worked 
with: James Cameron, Joe Johnston, Robert Zemeckis, 
Bob Gale, and Nick Castle. Titan, 2022. Due: Aug.
ARTRCH. HC, 208pg, PC $60.00 $52.50
ANIMAL CASTLE Vol 1 Signed
Collects #1-5. Signed & numbered, 
250. By Xavier Dorison. Art by Felix De-
lep. On the Farm all animals were equal. 
In the Castle some are more equal than 
others. Nestled in the heart of a farm for-
gotten by men, the Animal Castle is ruled 
with an iron hoof by President Silvio. The 
bull and its dog militia savor their power, 
while the other animals are exhausted by 
work, until the arrival of the mysterious 
Azelar, a traveling rat who will teach them 
the secrets of civil disobedience. Ablaze, 2022. Due: Aug.
ANIM01D. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC  $99.00
Vol 1 Regular Edition
Ablaze, 2022. Due: Aug. ANIM01H.  $24.99 $21.99

ALL AMERICAN ADS OF THE 60S
Back in Print. By Steven Heller. 1960s America exuded 
optimism and a bright economic future. Ads seduced 
Americans to indulge in a giant consumer binge. This 
collection of ads features stars such as Sean Connery, 
Woody Allen, Salvador Dali , and Sammy Davis Jr. en-
dorsing everything from bourbon to suits in an era known 
for extremes. Social change at the end of the era brought 
psychedelic swirls and liberated women and minorities to 
a newly conscious public. Taschen, 2022. Due: Aug.
ALL60H. HC, 8x10, 640pg, FC  $40.00
Now in Stock ALL-AMERICAN ADS OF THE 70S
Back in Print. By Steven Heller. As television and other 
media began to compete for advertising dollars, new ideas 
were incorporated into a post-hippie world where disco 
clashed with punk, and social consciousness, health and 
environmental awareness went head-to-head with the Me 
Generation. Both eclipsed and influenced by television, 
American print ads of the 1970s departed from the bold, 
graphic forms and subtle messages that were typical of 
their sixties counterparts. More literal, more in-your-face, 
70s ads sought to capture the attention of TV public. 
Taschen, 2022. Due: Aug.
ALL70H. HC, 8x10, 640pg, FC  $40.00
ALL AMERICAN ADS OF THE 80S
Back in Print. By Steven Heller. Edited by Jim Hei-
mann. Cover by Nagel. The emergence of the digital 
world signaled a looming change in the ad world. Still, 
cash, cocaine, and Calvins were the staples of flagrant 
consumerism. Advertisers were still devoting substantial 
dollars to the outrageous and flamboyant. The “greed is 
good” mantra on Wall Street spawned the power-dressing, 
exercise-obsessed “Me Generation” of Yuppies. The art 
world enjoyed the influx of capital; computers and video 
games ruled. Taschen, 2022. Due: Aug.
ALL80H. HC, 8x11, 640pg, FC  $40.00
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Rare Books are added regularly to our website. 
See “rare & Out of Print” on the website menu.
THE ALLURING ART OF  
MARGARET BRUNDAGE Deluxe
Queen of Pulp Pin-Up Art. Limited, 
500. Highly Recommended. Edited by 
Steven D. Korshak & J. David Spurlock. 
Starting in 1932, Margaret Brundage 
was the first female cover artist of the 
pulp era. Brundage’s paintings often 
featured smoldering, semi-nude young 
women threatened by strange men or 
stranger beasts became a focus of con-
troversy. Vanguard, 2013. Condition: Very Fine/As New.
ALLMBD. HC, 9x12, 200pg, FC  $100.00
THE ART OF WILL EISNER  
Hardcover Signed & Limited
#772 of 1000 copies with tipped in 
bookplate signed by Eisner. This was 
the first book published on Will Eisner. 
Research and conversations with Eisner 
were conducted by Cat Yronwode--from 
high school work, the Eisner-Iger years 
creating original content and characters 
through the Spirit era. Kitchen Sink 
Press, 1982. Out of print. Condition: 
Very Fine. Slight chipping on the jacket.
RB1891. HC, 9x11, 136pg, b&w  $200.00
THE BOOK OF PIRATES
Platinum-Age Comic Book Format. 
By E. Mikovaro. Art by G. R. Taylor. 
Blue paper covered boards with full 
color illustrated cover plate, dark blue 
cloth covered spine. Blackbeard the 
Terror, Strange Captain Kidd, Morgan 
the Terrible, and more. Previous owner’s 
name on the inside cover and title page. 
Whitman Publishing Company, 1932. 
Out of Print. Condition: Very Good plus. Boards rubbed 
and worn, wear to the edges, damp stain on the title page.
RB1487. HC, 10 x11, 95pg, FC  $100.00
BRUSH WITH PASSION: The Art 
& Life of Dave Stevens Deluxe
Edited by Cathy and Arnie Fenner. 
Introduction by Jim Steranko. Art by 
Dave Stevens. With an extra 16 page 
section, in slipcase. The career of Dave 
Stevens--his beginnings as a comic 
artist, work as a storyboard artist, his 
friendship with reclusive model Bettie 
Page, a wealth of iconic paintings and 
previously unpublished artwork, com-
mentary by Todd Schorr, William Stout, 
et al. Underwood Books, 2008. Out of print. Condition: Very 
Fine. Tiny crease to the back bottom corner of jacket.
RB1947. HC, 9x12, 304pg, FC  $400.00
THE ENCHANTED WORLD OF JESSIE M. KING
By Colin White. Art by Jessie M. King. 
The most important twentieth century 
illustrator from Scotland--book bindings 
and illustrations, colorful batik fabrics, 
jewelry and porcelain designs. Exploring 
her childhood, life, and career. Illustrated 
in b&w and color. Canongate Publishing, 
1989. Out of Print. Condition: Very 
Fine. Very small bump to the top corner.
RB893. HC, 9x11, 164pg, PC  $125.00

SPAWN COMPENDIUM Vol 3
Collects #101-150. By Todd McFarlane, 
Art by Brian Holguin. Todd McFarlane 
unleashed his signature creation, Spawn, 
in 1992. In doing so, he created the most 
successful independent comic book in 
history. Join Spawn in Spawn Compen-
dium Volume 3 as he discovers the true 
meaning of becoming a Hellspawn and 
settles on a path of bloody revenge in 
search of a way back to humanity!  
Image comics, 2022. Due Aug.
SPAW03. SC, 7x10, 1136pg, FC $59.99 $54.99
TERRY AND THE PIRATES  
The Master Collection Vol 2
1936 The Burma Blues. Our Highest 
Recommendation. Another entire year 
of both Sunday and Daily strips, repro-
duced from Milton Caniff’s personal set 
of color syndicate tabloid proofs. The 
two continue their separate paths until 
the end of August when the stories--and 
cast of characters--are happily united 
once and for all. Clover Press, 2022. 
Due: Aug.
TERP02H. HC, 11x14, 164pg, FC  $100.00
WINSOR MCCAY The Complete Little Nemo
700 oversized pages. Highly Recom-
mended. By Winsor McCay. Taschen’s 
$200 edition is now less than half price, 
collecting the entire run of Nemo in one 
massive volume. All 549 episodes of 
Little Nemo. Plus an illustrated essay by 
art historian and comics expert Alexan-
der Braun on Winsor McCay’s life and 
work within cultural history, and explores 
the historical value of McCay’s dream 
narrative. Taschen, 2022. Due: Oct.
WINMH. HC, 11x14, 704pg, FC  $80.00
MARVEL YEAR BY YEAR A Visual History
By Tom DeFalco and Peter Sand-
erson. Created in full collaboration 
with Marvel, this fan-favorite title, last 
published in 2017, now covers more 
than 80 years of Marvel history, from 
the company’s first incarnation as 
Timely Comics to the multimedia giant 
it is today. Packed with artwork from 
the original comics, this chronological 
account traces the careers of all major 
heroes, titles, trends, and the writers 
and artists. Plus the real-life events that shaped the times and 
Marvel in publishing, movies, and TV. DK, 2022. Due: Aug.
MARYH. HC, 10x12, 400pg, FC $50.00 $42.50
PULP POWER The Shadow, Doc Savage and The 
Art of The Street & Smith Universe
Highly Recommended. By Neil McGin-
ness with Dan Didio. Foreword by Frank 
Miller. A rare glimpse into the pre-war 
pulp novel decade of the 1930s, a peri-
od of bold action and adventure story-
telling that ultimately led to the creation 
of the comic book and superheroes. In 
more than 500 novels (1930-1940), The 
Shadow, Doc Savage, and the Street & 
Smith universe of characters captivated 
readers. Packed with wonderful cover 
art and much more. Abrams, 2022. Due: Aug.
PULPPH. HC, 10x13, 352pg, FC  $65.00
SHASTA AFRICAN QUEEN
Recommended. The beautiful model 
“Shasta” comes from Rwanda in 
Central Africa and she’s proud of her 
origins. “Photographing dark-skinned 
models in the Alps inevitably produces 
contrast-rich results...Unfortunately, the 
temperatures can be extremely fresh up 
high, but Shasta is brave and always 
ready to pose, even when the tempera-
ture is sometimes under 10 °C!” -Stefan Soell Skylight, 2022. 
Due: Aug. Adult material.
SHASH. HC, 8x10, 128pg, FC $50.00 $44.95
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JOHN ROMITA SKETCHBOOK Signed
By J David Spurlock & John Romita, Sr. 
Signed by Romita & limited, #672 from 
1000. The John Romita Sketchbook re-
veals the legendary superhero art, classic 
advertising designs, unpublished personal 
works and fabulous “good girl” graphics 
of John Romita, Sr.: 100s of vintage, new, 
and never-before-published drawings of 
characters and one-of-a-kind designs, plus 
insight into his career and creative genius. 
Vanguard, 2002. Out of Print. Condition: 
Very Fine/ As New.
RB1920. HC, 7x10, 127pg, b&w  $125.00
LIBERTY MEADOWS: Cover Girl Signed
Our Highest Recommendation. By 
Frank Cho. All of Cho’s covers Liberty 
Meadows comics and books--and far 
more. An all-new cover on the dust 
jacket, a silver-embossed red cloth 
binding, and a behind the scenes look. 
Each color piece is accompanied by 
the original b&w version. Also includes 
a special pin-up section. Image, 2006. 
Out of Print. Condition: Fine plus. 
Bump to bottom corner, and slight bump 
to back of top board.
RB1816. HC, 9x12, 128pg, PC  $100.00
THE LIMNERS PRESS PORTFOLIO
Limited # 190/350. By Michael 
Hague, Tim Kirk and Robert Haas. 
Robert Haas has signed 2 of the 
prints, and Tim Kirk has signed 
three. Large portfolio from 1976. 
This is hand numbered #190. A rare 
early work by artists who would 
later go on to fame and fortune. The 
envelope has general wear, prints 
are in excellent condition. Limners Press, 1976. Out of Print. 
Condition: Fine. Crease on the inside of the portfolio.
LIMNP. 13x13, 9pgs, b&w  $125.00
MAN FROM UTOPIA
By Rick Griffin. Full color card stock cov-
er encloses 28 black and white pages of 
the psychedelic art of Rick Griffin, best 
known for his rock poster and surfer art. 
SF Comic Book Company, 1972. Out 
of Print. Condition: A fine, bright copy, 
virtually as new with the slight cracking 
of ink on spine common to all the copies, 
due to the fold in the textured card stock, 
no previous owner’s marks.
RB1612. SC, 9x12, 21pg, b&w  $130.00
R. CRUMB SKETCHBOOK  
Volume 3 1966 Hardcover
Signed & Limited! #128 of 400. By 
Robert Crumb. Complete one- and two-
page strips including Eggs Ackley and 
Mr. Natural and a rough of the classic 
“Keep on Truckin’” page. Plus parody 
covers and fake ads, takes on cultural 
icons such as Mickey Mouse, Donald 
Duck, Heckle & Jeckle.  And a young 
Fritz the Cat? Fantagraphics, 1993. 
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1387. HC, 9x11, 160pg, b&w  $150.00
REYNOLD BROWN: A Life in Pictures
First Edition. By Danial Zimmer and 
David J. Hornung. William  
Reynold Brown (1917-1991) was a 
prolific American artist whose career 
embraced virtually every facet of the 
illustration field. Newspaper com-
ics (Tailspin Tommy), invented the 
“cutaway” drawing for North American 
Aviation, painted covers for some of the 
first paperback books ever published, 
illustrated scores of magazines and 
magazine covers, and most notably produced over 300 movie 
posters for the motion picture industry. Plus 100s of Western 
oil paintings and drawings. Illustrated Press, 2009. Out of 
Print. Condition: Very Fine/As New.
RB1835. HC, 9x12, 224pg, FC  $120.00

FRANK FRAZETTA LEGACY Deluxe
Limited, #619 of 2500. Our 
Highest Recommendation. 
Edited by Arnie and Cathy 
Fenner. Includes German lin-
en slipcase. Hand-stamped 
with the Frazetta seal of 
certification and Frank’s 
signature. Only in this deluxe edition will you also get an ad-
ditional 16 pages not in the trade edition. Underwood Books, 
1999. Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine. Slipcase has slight 
rubbing, and remnants of sticker on the bottom back.
RB1902. HC, 9x12, 176pg, PC  $300.00
FRAZETTA EGYPTIAN QUEEN STATUE
Limited #176/2000. By Frank Frazetta, 
Gabriel Marque, Alex Castro. The fully 
hand-painted statue, as sculpted by Ga-
briel Marquez and painted by Alex Castro, 
depicts one of Mr. Frazetta’s most famous 
works and was personally overseen and 
approved by the master. Online these 
start at $450, we are selling for $400 due 
to the broken sword. Item will ship FREE 
in the US via UPS ground insured. Reelart 
Studios, 2008. Out of Print.
RB857. 12” tall, FC  $400.00
GEORGE BARBIER Master of Art Deco
Japanese Edition. George Barbier 
(1882-1932) is known for his elegant art 
deco imagery influenced by oriental-
ism and Parisian couture. A complete 
compilation of Barbier’s illustrations for 
fashion, books, theater, and editorial 
design. Foil-stamped illustrated color 
dust jacket on heavy opalescent stock. 
B&w illustrated cover. Parchment-like 
printed page inset at front. Mostly Japa-
nese text. PIE Int’l, 2011. Out of Print. 
Mature Readers. Condition: As new. 
Immaculate book and dust jacket.
RB1691. SC with Dustjacket, 7x10, 144pg, FC  $100.00
H.J. WARD
Pulp art historian David Saunders 
has written an insightful biography that 
chronicles the life and art of this import-
ant American master of 20th century 
popular culture. Over five-hundred high 
quality reproductions. The book contains 
more than 100 original paintings, 80 
drawings, and 50 historic photographs, 
as well as a comprehensive checklist 
of all published illustrations. 1st edition, 
full-color on premium glossy stock, hardbound with dustjack-
et. Illustrated Press, 2010. Out of Print. Condition: Very 
Fine. Tiny stain on the bottom end pages that has bled onto a 
dozen of the back pages.
RB1620. HC, 9x12, 272pg, FC  $115.00
H.R. GIGER’S BIOMECHANICS Hardcover
By H. R. Giger. Introduction by Harlan 
Ellison. Swiss fantasist H.R.Giger 
conducts you through his diverse alien 
landscapes, inhabited by the spectral 
offspring of his vivid dreams and darkest 
nightmares. Morpheus International, 
1990. Out of print. Condition: Fine 
minus. Tiny bump to top corner. Slight 
thumbing to the first few pages.
RB1927. HC, 12x16, 96 pg, PC  $295.00
HANNES BOK TREASURY  
Hardcover
By Hannes Bok. Foreword By Ray 
Bradbury. Hugo award-winning artist 
Hannes Bok’s fantastic illustrations 
graced the pages of many science 
fiction magazines and books. His 
paintings achieved a luminous, stained-
glass quality, through the use of an 
arduous glazing process, reminiscent 
of his early mentor’s, Maxfield Parrish. 
Underwood-Miller, 1993. Out of Print. 
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1679. HC, 9x11, 87pg, PC  $90.00
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WALLY’S WORLD
By Steve Starger and J. David Spur-
lock. Introduction by Peter Max. Art 
by Wallace Wood. First Printing. A 
dramatic illustrated biography of legend-
ary cartoonist Wallace Wood. Journalist 
Steve Starger and historian J. David 
Spurlock tell Wood’s life and times plus 
a brisk, colorful history of the comic book 
industry and the American century from 
the Depression through the early 1980s. 
2006. Out of Print. Condition: Very 
Fine/As New.
RB1873. HC, 7x10, 239pg, b&w  $100.00
CREEPY PRESENTS Bernie Wrightson
By Bernie Wrightson, Budd Lewis, Walt 
Simonson et al. All of Bernie Wright-
son’s Creepy and Eerie short stories, 
color illustrations, and frontispieces! 
These include collaborations with Bruce 
Jones, Carmine Infantino, Howard 
Chaykin, and others; and adaptations 
and original stories written and drawn 
by Wrightson! Restored with care and 
reprinted in the same oversized format 
as Dark Horse’s award-winning Creepy 
Archives and Eerie Archives series. Dark Horse, 2011. Out of 
Print. Condition: Very Fine/As New. Adult Material.
RB1918. HC, 9x11, 144pg, b&w  $150.00
THE FOREVER WAR 1 PRIVATE MANDELLA
Signed and Limited 118/500. By Joe 
Haldeman, Mark Van Oppen. The first 
part of a three-volume adaptation of 
Haldeman’s Nebula Award-winning 
SF novel presents a gripping tale with 
disturbing echoes of the Vietnam war.
Distinctive spare line work and a limited 
but rich palette. NBM, 1990. Out of 
Print. Condition: Fine. A few scratches 
and indents are on the front cover.
RB1328. HC, 9x11, FC  $120.00
THE ROMITA LEGACY Signed
By Tom Spurgeon. Introduction by 
Alex Ross. Signed by both John 
Romita Sr. and Jr. & limited, #21 of an 
unspecified number. John Romita Sr. 
came to the book as a replacement for 
Steve Ditko, bringing his clean, romantic 
style of illustration to the book. Lavishly 
illustrated with classic and unseen art. 
From his days before Marvel, through 
the Silver Age. Spurgeon’s interview 
includes Romita Sr. and Jr.! Spurgeon, 2010. Out of Print. 
Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1919. HC, 9x11, 200pg, PC  $150.00
DOMINO LADY: The Complete 
Collection Deluxe Slipcased
By Lars Anderson. Art by Jim Ster-
anko. Signed by Steranko & limited. 
Four favorite Steranko themes: pulp 
fiction, noir mystery, art deco, and beau-
tiful women. A new painted cover. Each 
adventure pits the sultry femme fatale 
against vicious gangsters and secret 
societies, all of which are captured by 
evocative Steranko double-page title 
illustrations. And as a Special Bonus, he has also authored a 
new thriller. Dynamic Forces, 2006. Out of print. Condition: 
Very Fine/As New.
RB1926. HC, 8x11, 128pg, PC  $150.00
HEAVY METAL  
25 Years of Classic Covers
Covers from 1977-2001. By John 
Workman. Foreword by Kevin Eastman, 
et al. Commentary by Simon Bisley, 
Luis Royo, Jim Burns, etc. Covers by 
Phillippe Druillet, Moebius, Boris Vallejo, 
Julie Bell, Luis Royo, Bernie Wrightson, 
Milo Manara, many other artists. Heavy 
Metal, 2002. Note: This is an out of 
print, used and/or rare item. Condi-
tion: As New. Pristine! Dust jacket as new.
RB1689. HC, 9x12, 112pg, FC  $135.00

SECRET OF SAN SABA Jack Jackson Signed
Signed bookplate #544 of 600. By 
Jack Jackson. A tale of phantoms and 
greed... in the desert southwest, a god 
made from silver descends from the 
skies. The Apaches worship its power. 
the Spanish worship the shiny metal 
it produces. Its refuge is protected by 
bultos, the spirits of the dead. Thus 
is set in motion a tale of lust, greed, 
the supernatural, and cultural conflict. 
Underwood Books, 2000. Out of Print. 
Condition: Very Fine/As New.
RB1629. HC, 10x11, 128pg, FC  $100.00
TEX ART OF MARK TEXEIRA HC: The Artist’s 
Great Escape Signed Deluxe
Signed and numbered, 400. By Mark 
Texeira and Renee Witterstaetter. The 
first retrospective with exclusive art and 
interviews! Best known for his work on 
Ghost Rider, The Black Panther, Moon 
Knight, and Vampirella, Mark Texeira is 
famed for his remarkable oil paintings, 
illustrations, and talent for storytelling. 
16-page bonus folio and is signed by 
Mark Texeira. Vanguard Productions, 
2009. Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine/ As New.
RB1830. HC, 9x12, 144pg, PC  $125.00
EC ARCHIVES Weird Fantasy Complete Set
By Bill Gaines, Al Feldstein, Harry Har-
rison, Gardner Fox et al. Weird Fantasy, 
the pinnacle of EC madness in four 
hardcover volumes--issues #1-22 by Bill 
Gaines, Al Feldstein, Harry Harrison, 
Gardner Fox, Jack Kamen, Harvey 
Kurtzman, and Wally Wood! Russ Co-
chran, 1980. Out of Print. Condition: 
Fine. Some wear and rubbing on the 
spine of the books, and the slipcase, but 
the inside pages are in excellent shape.
RB94. HC, 9x12, 800pg, b&w  $225.00
THE ART OF NICK CARDY Signed
Signed and numbered 353/600. By 
Nick Cardy, John Coates. Foreword 
by Mark Evanier. Afterword by Kurt 
Busiek. Second printing. Cardy’s 
career began in 1939 with the Eisner/
Iger shop, which produced the “Spirit” 
newspaper supplement, “Plastic Man” 
comic books and more. Cardy went on 
to illustrate newspaper strips, including 
“Tarzan,” and enjoyed a 25-year associ-
ation with DC Comics before moving on 
to magazine and movie poster illustration. Vanguard, 2001. 
Out of Print. Condition: Very Fine/As New.
RB1819. HC, 9x11, 193pg, b&w  $100.00
THE PHANTOM Complete Newspaper Dailies 
Volume 5 1943-1944
By Lee Falk and Wilson McCoy.  
Created in 1936 by Lee Falk 
with artwork by Ray Moore 
who set the standard for action, 
adventure, intrigue, and romance 
in adventure comic strips and 
comic books. Hermes, 2013. Out 
of print. Condition: Fine plus. 
Slight bump to spine bottom. Tiny bump rear bottom board.
RB1657. HC, 12x9, 272pg, b&w  $150.00
SILVER AGE The Second Gener-
ation of Comic Book Artists
Signed & limited, 100. Highly Rec-
ommended. By Daniel Herman. Art by 
Fradon, Adams, Kane,Kirby, Toth, Dan 
Barry et al. Signed on the limitation page 
by the author and by Ramona Fradon, 
below a composite illustration, probably 
created especially for this edition. Much 
of the artwork is reproduced from orig-
inal artwork. Includes a quickly signed 
letter from the publisher, on his business letterhead. It reads 
“3-15-05/Best Wishes/Daniel Herman.” Hermes, 2004. Out of 
Print. Condition: Very Fine. As close to new as it gets.
RB05. HC, 9x12, 224pg, PC  $125.00
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THE ART OF SAUL TEPPER
Almost Gone! Best of 2021. Limited, 900. 
Highly Recommended. By Daniel Zimmer. 
Saul Tepper’s (1899-1987) work is most 
closely compared to that of Dean Cornwell, 
and he worked for all the same popular, 
nationally selling magazines as Cornwell. He 
eventually did an almost equal proportion of 
fiction and advertising assignments, for both 
magazines and for many national accounts, 
such as Mobil Oil, Texaco, Packard, General 
Motors and Coca-Cola. This is the first-ever collection of his work. 
Illustrated Press, 2020. Out of print.
ARTSTH. HC, 9x12, 224pg, FC  $44.95
CHAMPIONS OF FLIGHT
Our Highest Recommendation. This fine 
art book celebrates the work of Clayton 
Knight (1891-1969) and William Heaslip 
(1898-1970), the two preeminent American 
aviation artists of their time, who chronicled 
the golden age of aviation, (1927-1945) 
from Charles Lindbergh’s transatlantic flight 
through the most devastating wars in world 
history. Knight and Heaslip were experi-
enced military men and formally trained 
artists who, combining an authenticity of experience and an artistic 
mastery of illustration, produced powerful artwork that influenced a 
generation of Americans. Casemate, 2021.
CHAMH. HC, 9x12, 200pg, PC  $49.95

THE ART OF ENRIC Deluxe
Variant cover, signed & numbered from 
195 copies. Highly Recommended. 
A long-overdue, career retrospective of 
Spanish illustrator Enric, long a favorite 
among comics and illustration fans, most 
of whom were introduced to Enric by the 
incredible paintings that he created for 
Warren Publishing, 52 in all. And specially 
for his Vampirella magazine covers and the 
much loved six-foot Vampi poster. Enric’s 
entire career, from his earliest comic book 
work right up to his sought-after private commissions. His 
paintings of Conan, Red Sonja, Supergirl, Tarzan, and Wonder 
Woman are all here. Also included is a detailed interview, photos 
of him at work and of his models. Many previously unpublished 
pieces, including fine art paintings and nudes. FPG, 2021.
ARTED. HC, 9x12, 350pg, PC  $275.00
Hardcover Edition: Best of 2021. FPG, 2021.
ARTEH. HC, 350pg, PC  $49.00

ALIEN TO ZOMBIE An ABC Book of 
Monsters and Spooks Signed
Signed by Chiarello & Somers! Highly Rec-
ommended. Edited by John Fleskes. Para-
normal investigator and legendary artist Mark 
Chiarello found himself stranded in a ghost 
town just on the outskirts of nowhere along with 
his wordsmith and fellow ghost-chaser, Kevin 
Somers. They’d have to take drastic measures 
if they were to make it to dawn...In a stroke of 
genius, the two swiftly went to work making the 
ultimate tool to fight fear--Alien to Zombie: An 
ABC Book of Monsters and Spooks! Flesk, 2021.
ALIZH. HC, 8x10, 32pg, FC  $18.95
THE ART OF PULP HORROR An Illustrated History
Best of 2021. Our Highest Recommenda-
tion. Edited by Stephen Jones. Foreword 
by Robert Silverberg. Companion to the 
award-winning The Art of Horror and The 
Art of Horror Movies. A look at the horror 
version of sexy, sleazy, and sensational 
subject matter in books, pulps, vintage 
magazines, comics & comic magazines, 
and movies. Profusely illustrated with more 
than 800 rare and unique images from 
around the world and more. Applause, 
2020. Condition: Bumped corners, worn edges and spine.
ARTPHH. HC, 10x11, 256pg, PC $40.00 $36.99

British Art Books
THE ART OF LOUIS SHABNER
Import from England. Rec-
ommended. By Stuart Webb. 
Louis Shabner began his career 
producing shop window adver-
tising for brands such as Ever 
Ready, Ovaltine and Chivers jams, 
amongst others, but is best known 
for his paintings of sultry sirens. 
During the 1960s and 1970s his 
prints and calendars adorned 
lounge walls up and down the UK. 
Under the pseudonym Sheldon, Shabner also produced 
numerous book cover paintings for Pan Books and other 
publishers. Telos, 2021.
ARTLSH. HC, 9x11, 200pg, FC  $65.00
THE ART OF REGINALD HEADE Vol 2
Our Highest Recommenda-
tion, By Stephen James Walker 
and Steve Chibnall. Reginald 
Heade was an incredibly prolific 
artist. Volume 2 has 100s more 
previously unknown examples of 
his superb book cover, magazine 
illustration and other commercial 
art, and all of these are presented 
here. Plus: the most comprehen-
sive biography of Heade ever, 
including the first photographs of the artist ever to be 
published and much more. Telos, 2020.
ARTRH02H. HC, 9x11, 384pg, FC  $75.00
COVER ME The Vintage Art 
of Pan Books 1950-1965
Best of 2021. Highly Recom-
mended. By Colin Larkin. The art 
and story behind the classic Pan 
Books paperbacks, with sumptu-
ous full-color reproductions of over 
300 of the original cover paintings! 
From Robert Heinlein classics to 
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Agatha 
Christie mysteries to pulp fiction 
and cheesecake. Telos, 2020.
COVMH. HC, 9x11, 264pg, FC  $55.00
HANK JANSON UNDER 
COVER A Visual History
Import from England. Highly 
Recommended. In this full-color 
coffee-table art book, noted re-
searcher Stephen James Walker 
presents a complete visual history 
of the Hank Janson crime fiction 
series, from its inception in 1946 
through to the last of the original 
novels in 1971, and beyond. Re-
productions of every single cover--all of the 1940s-50s 
Reginald Heade painted covers, including his foreign 
editions. It’s all about racy themes and sex appeal! 
Telos, 2021.
HANJH. HC, 9x11, 256pg, FC $65.00 $35.00
THE WHO ADVENTURES The Art and History 
of Virgin Publishing’s  
Doctor Who Fiction Signed
By David J. Howe. In 1989 Doctor 
Who on TV came to an end but 
Virgin Publishing stepped into 
the breach. This is their New 
Adventures of Doctor Who novel 
series. Picking up where the TV 
series stopped, and presenting the 
new and further adventures of the 
seventh Doctor and his companion 
Ace.Noted researcher and historian David J. Howe 
chronicles the origins of the books, speaks to all the 
major players, plus a plethora of artwork, sketches and 
other imagery associated with the range. Telos, 2021. 
WHOAH. HC, 9x11, 336pg, FC  $65.00
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DEAR CHARLIE Hardcover Signed
Inset bookplate signed by Charles 
Plymell and signed in facsimile 
by S. Clay Wilson! Numbered & 
limited, 100. Art by S. Clay Wilson.
Charles Plymell, the legendary 
publisher of the very first issue of Zap 
Comix was an early friend of legend-
ary madman artist, S. Clay Wilson. 
Wilson loved to write (and illustrate) 
long postcards, letters and even 
envelope exteriors (“give the postman 
something to smile at”) and here is 
that amazing correspondence, from decades of staying in 
touch with Charles. Reproduced in full color, it’s a hoot for any 
Wilson fan. Water Row Books, 2021. Mature Readers.
DEACHAH. HC, 9x11, 70pg, PC  $99.00
DEAR CHARLIE, Limited, 300: DEACHA. SC  $39.95
THE EARLIEST BRADBURY
Initial printing of 100. Ray Brad-
bury fell in with Science Fiction early 
on. In 1938, at the age of 18, his first 
published sci-fi story appeared in the 
fanzine Imagination! This collects every 
story from this run from 1937-41...every-
thing except his own fanzine, that has 
been collected elsewhere. Most of this 
has rarely surfaced. Includes several 
Hannes Bok illustrations. Experience 
some of Bradbury’s earliest steps on 
his road to becoming a master fantasy/sci fi writer. Lavishly 
illustrated, with each story in facsimile direct from the original 
publication. First Fandom, 2020.
EARBRH. HC, 9x12, 160pg, Text/PC  $150.00
THE VISUAL HISTORY OF SCIENCE FICTION  
FANDOM Vol 2 The 1940s
Highly Recommended. By David and 
Daniel Ritter. Cover by Mark Wheatley. 
Art by John Giunta, Finlay, etc. The sec-
ond volume of The Visual History reveals 
the evolution of science fiction fandom 
in one of its most pivotal years. As 1940 
dawned, America was recovering, poised 
between the Great Depression and 
entry into World War II. Science fiction 
fandom was growing up. Packed with 
informative text, letters and articles from original fanzines, fan 
and professional art from both fanzines and pulps; and a real 
insider look at sci fi fans in 1940. Lots of vintage photos. First 
Fandom Experience, 2021.
VISHS02H. HC, 9x12, 484pg, PC  $195.00
Vol 1 The 1930S, Second Edition, Second Printing: 
VISHS01H.  $195.00

Dan Brereton
AUTUMNKIND Signed
Highly Recommended. Dan Brere-
ton’s latest monograph is a reaping 
of new paintings and ink sketches in 
two and three colors, with a decidedly 
autumnal cast of ghosts, vampires, 
scarecrows, witches, devils, creeping 
creatures, pulpy protagonists and 
bewitching beauties. The Nocturnals, 
are also here--in page after page of 
new work. Occasional nudity. Dan Brereton, 2021.
AUTUHS. HC, 9x11, 168pg, FC  $39.95
Signed with additional signed drawing on a loose 6x8 
card in three colors: AUTUD.   $100.00
HALLOWEEN NIGHTS Tales of 
Autumn Fright Signed
Signed by Brereton! By James 
Moore, Christopher Golden, Brereton 
et al. Cover plus interior b&w plates by 
Dan Brereton. Fun prose stories where 
goblins roam, ghosts drift through 
graveyards, children dressed as 
monsters beg treats and the Reaper 
collects his dark harvest. Listen 
carefully--you can hear screams, or 
laughter. Rotten Jack Press, 2021.
HALNHS. HC, 6x9, 246pg, Text/b&w  $30.00
Signed bookplate with drawing: HALNHD $50.00

FRANK CHO Pencil and Ink 
Hardcover Publisher Edition
Best of 2021. Publisher Edition. 
Limited availability. Highly Recom-
mended. Introduction by Thomas E 
Sniegoski. This new collection of Frank 
Cho’s personal works focuses primar-
ily on his exceptional pencil and ink 
drawings, but with several fine full color, 
finished works too. 120 works from the 
last two decades, none of it from The Art 
of Frank Cho. This companion title features his most recent 
ballpoint-pen women, nudes, sketches and studies of the 
figure, recent Sherlock Holmes and monster drawings, along 
with Jungle Queen commissions done over the years.  
Flesk, 2021. Mature readers.
FRANPEH. HC, 9x12, 128pg, PC  $39.95
Softcover Edition: FRANPE. $24.95
HAREM
Best of 2021. Highly Recommend-
ed. By Valentine Gallet. In the wake 
of Bonaparte’s Egyptian Campaign, 
artists of the 19th century became 
fascinated by the Orient and, most 
particularly, the harems which were so 
remote from western culture. These 
places rapidly provided a pretext for 
drawing the languid bodies of beautiful 
naked women, whose depiction in any other context would 
have been frowned upon. Plentiful nudity. Konemann, 2020. 
Mature Readers.
HAREM. SC, 8x10, 280pg, FC  $15.95

THE FANTASTIC ART OF TIMOTHY TRUMAN 
Signed
Signed illustrated bookplate, 
numbered from 100! Highly 
Recommended. Introduction by 
Joe Lansdale. A career-spanning 
collection of art from Grimjack 
co-creator Timothy Truman, an 
important and popular creator in 
the heyday of 1970s and 1980s 
independent comics, whose career 
went on to encompass book covers, 
game illustrations, children’s books, DC covers. And 
writing for comics also. This full-color hardcover focuses 
on Truman’s western, fantasy, and science fiction genres, 
plus roleplaying game art. Clover Press, 2020.
FANTTHS. HC, 9x13, 184pg, PC  $39.99

DRACULA OF TRANSLYVANIA Signed
Signed bookplate, limited to the first 
50 copies! Highly Recommended. By 
Ricardo Delgado. A fresh, bold retelling 
of the classic Stoker novel with the pace 
of the modern thriller, written by AND 
lavished with incredible concept art from 
one of Hollywood’s leading Conceptual 
Designers, Ricardo Delgado. 1899 
Transylvania bleeds history and evil. 
Young Solicitor Jonathan Harker braves 
ghosts, demons, living skeletons, and 
armies of rats as he encounters Dracula. 
The demonic, shapeshifting vampire imposes his wrath, 
malice and vengeance upon an England about to enter the 
Modern Era. Clover Press, 2021. 
DRACHS. HC, 8x10, 560pg, FC  $45.00
FAMOUS AMERICAN ILLUSTRATORS

Specially Priced SOI file 
copies from 1997! Our Highest 

Recommendation. By Arpi Ermoyan. 
FFascinating insights into the lives 
and works of 82 top artists elected 
to the Society of Illustrators Hall of 
Fame make this an inspiring refer-
ence and art book. From illustrators 
such as N.C. Wyeth to Charles 
Dana Gibson to Dean Cornwell, Al 
Parker, Austin Briggs, Jon Whit-
comb, Parrish, Pyle, Dunn, Peak, Whitmore, Leyendecker, 
Abbey, Flagg, Gruger, Raleigh, Booth, LaGatta, Frost, 
Kent, Sundblom, Erté, Held, Jessie Willcox Smith, Georgi, 
McGinnis, Schoonover, McCay...the list of greats goes on 
and on. Society of Illustrators, 1997.
FAMAMH. HC, 12x12, 224pg, FC $40.00 $29.95
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HANG ‘EM HIGH: 100 Years of 
Western Movie Posters 1911-2020
Five hundred of the greatest Western 
movie posters ever made. Highly Rec-
ommended. By Mark Fertig. Oversized 
format and meticulously restored. Plus, 
the fascinating history of the Western. 
Tom Mix, John Wayne, Clint Eastwood, 
High Noon, The Magnificent Seven, The 
Good, The Bad and The Ugly--the West-
ern’s brightest stars and biggest along 
with many lesser known.Very, very good. Fantagraphics, 2021.
HANGH. HC, 11x13, 340pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
JAY ANACLETO DANGEROUS  
OBSESSIONS Sketchbook Signed
Signed. Highly Recommended. Heroes 
and (more so) heroines, many sans 
clothing, and all beautifully rendered. 
Jay is a brilliant illustrator--he combines 
photo-realism and fantasy, using texture 
and stippling that would make Virgil Finlay 
proud. And his ladies would make Dave 
Stevens or Frank Cho take notice. Wonder 
Woman, Supergirl, X-Girls, Sheena, and 
many others. 3-Wishes, 2018. Mature Readers.
JADOS. SC, 8x11, 80pg, b&w  $40.00
JOHN HASSALL The Life and Art of the Poster King
Our Highest Recommendation. By 
Lucinda Gosling. Foreword by film director 
Mike Leigh. A biography of British com-
mercial illustrator John Hassall (1868-
1948), “The Poster King,” who was also a 
prolific book illustrator and cover designer. 
He was one of Britain’s best-known, 
highest-profile artists, as well known as 
Mucha! His commercial art with bold lines, 
flat colors, and a cheery style made him a 
household name. Unicorn, 2021.
JOHAH. HC, 8x10, 208pg, PC  $37.95
LES MONDES DE WALLACE WOOD

An exclusive new art book for an 
exhibit in France. Text in French 

only. Highly Recommended. More than 
150 pieces of original art, this traces 
Wally Wood’s career and the multifaceted 
work. Prime EC sci-fi stories, adult under-
ground comics, Sally Forth, Cannon, Wiz-
ard King, Malice in Wonderland, material 
from Witzend, rare Topps art (Prince Violet 
and Ugly Stickers), Fireball XL-5, Dynamo 
& Tower Comics pages, Marvel Daredevil, 
and more. Everything is from the original 
artwork. 9e ART Editions, 2020. Mature Readers.
LESMO. HC, 10x13, 160pg, PC $125.00 $80.00
MIRAGE ART QUEST OF ALEX NINO Vol 2 with 
Original Drawing

Signed and limited, 500, with an 
original pen & ink drawing, each 

unique. Our Highest Recommendation. 
A fabulous oversized art book, mostly in 
full color, with 5 gatefolds of new artwork. 
Much never seen before art work in a wide 
variety of styles and media--Niño’s artwork 
from the past 20 years, a companion to 
Volume 1, out of print. Fantasy images of 
other worlds, monsters, nymphs, creatures 
and stunning alien landscapes. Alex Niño, 2019.
MIRAGD. HC, 10x13, 200pg, PC $250.00 $175.00
NAUGHTY AND NICE The Good Girl Art of Bruce 
Timm Publisher Edition
Almost Gone! New Edition. Special ex-
clusive Publisher’s Hardcover edition, 
1500. Highly Recommended. Bruce 
Timm’s celebrated “after hours” private 
works--tastefully drawn nudes, complet-
ed purely for fun. Over 250 full-color or 
line and pencil images, each one full 
page--sexy, nubile girls partially clothed or 
fully nude; Girls-next-door, seductresses, 
vampires, girls with guns, teases...Timm 
blends his animation style with his passion for traditional good-
girl art for an approach that is unmistakably all his own.  
Flesk, 2021. Mature readers.
NAUNBH. HC, 9x12, 256pg, PC $59.95 $45.00
Softcover Edition, New printing: NAUNB. SC $44.95 $29.95

Book Palace Editions
ILLUSTRATION ART GALLERY PRESENTS 
Through the Ages Drawings and Paintings by 
Peter Jackson
Recommended. Peter Jackson’s 
stunning historical art. Most active 
during the 1960s-1980s, Peter used 
his superb artistry to depict a variety 
of historic events and characters, in-
cluding work in The Eagle and Look 
and Learn, of the Ancients, Roman 
and Greek History, Medieval, Tudor 
and Victorian times, and well into 
20th Century Life. Art, career, and 
the techniques he employs. Scanned 
directly from the originals. He died in 2003. 2021.
ILLTHH. SC, 9x11, 96pg, FC  $44.99
Charles Dickens Drawings and Paintings by 
Ron Embleton, Limited, 600: ILLCDH.   $44.99
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #8  
The Art of John M. Burns
Best of 2021. Highly Recom-
mended. By Barry Coker and Pe-
ter Richardson. John Burns’ art, 
with contributions from friends and 
colleagues, unpublished art and 
rJohn’s creative process including 
his personal work and sketch-
books. You may know him best 
as the cover artist of the Modesty 
Blaise collections, as well as the 
illustrator on her strips for several years. Personal work, 
nudes, full-color painted comic pages. Nudity. 2020. 
Mature Readers.
IQS08. SC, 9x11, 144pg, PC  $37.99
ILLUSTRATORS QUARTERLY SPECIAL #13 
The Art of Glamour
Highly Recommended. 
Double-sized special. An 
entirely new look at Glamour 
and Pin Up art from the 1900s 
on, but with emphasis on the 
last several decades. Billy De 
Vorss, Rolf Armstrong, Al-
berto Vargas, Enoch Bolles, 
Gil Elvgren, Peter Driben, 
to “modern day” names: Fritz 
Willis, Chris Achilleos, 
Sorayama, Patrick Nagel, 
Dave Stevens, Milo Manara, Robert McGinnis and 
many, many more. A gorgeous collection. Lots of nudity. 
2021. Adult material.
IQS13. SC, 9x11, 144pg, PC  $44.99

GIGER By HR Giger
Best of 2021. New printing. 
Bargain-priced. Recommended. 
Foreword by Timothy Leary. H.R. 
Giger (1940-2014) reigns as one of 
the leading exponents of fantastic 
art. This collects important work from 
throughout his life, from early pen and 
ink renderings to his final brightly col-
ored pieces. It also features a lengthy 
section of his erotic art (very explicit). 
Full biography and profusely illustrated.  
Taschen, 2021. Adult Material.
GIGEH. HC, 8x10, 96pg, PC  $15.00
HR GIGER 40th Anniversary Edition
Bargain Priced, 412 pages. Recom-
mended. This shows the complete 
story of Giger’s life and art, his sculp-
tures, film design (the Alien series, 
Species, Dark Star, Poltergeist, etc), 
and iconic album covers as well as 
the heritage he left us in his own 
artist’s museum and self-designed 
bar in the Swiss Alps. In an in-depth 
essay, Giger scholar Andreas J. 
Hirsch plunges into the themes of 
the artist’s oeuvre while an extensive 
biography draws on contemporary quotes and Giger’s own 
statements. Taschen, 2021.
HRGIH. HC, 6x9, 512pg, PC  $30.00
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THE FEW AND CURSED 
Crows of Mana’Olana
Recommended. By Felipe Cagno. 
Art by Fabiano Neves. The Few 
and Cursed is a supernatural 
post-apocalyptic alternate-history 
western, collecting SIX highly popu-
lar issues, each more successful on 
Kickstarter. Mana’Olana is a small 
town in the Honolulu Mountains, 
where a bedtime story about giant 
Crows that kidnap children originat-
ed. It turns out the Crows aren’t exactly fiction. Enter 
the tough and mysterious Redhead, a Curse Chaser 
looking to help those in need, for the right price--water. 
Because 90% of the water on the planet disappeared 
over night! Humankind has learned to adapt at any cost, 
and water has become the currency of the world. It’s no 
wonder evil has blossomed in ways that were previous-
ly unimaginable. Clover Press, 2021. 
FEWCH. HC, 7x10, 232pg, FC  $45.00
THE GOON #1 Resketched Edition Signed
Almost Gone! Signed with original sketch! Recom-
mended. Eric Powell is pulling 
copies of the original Albatross 
Funnybooks (2019) Goon #1 out of 
his archives to offer a signed and 
resketched edition! Eric also prom-
ises not to leave any pie stains on 
it when he scribbles on the cover. 
A complete stand-alone story, 
superbly drawn, plus a cool original 
pen drawing on the cover. Limited 
supply. Albatross, 2019/21.
GOON01S. Comic, 7x10, 24pg, FC 
  $20.00
GREAT NAVAL BATTLES OF THE  
TWENTIETH CENTURY
Highly Recommended. By 
Jean-Yves Delitte and Giuseppe 
Baiguera. This collection plunges 
into the heart of three of the 
20tieth century’s greatest naval 
battles, told from both the lowliest 
sailor’s viewpoint, as well as from 
the commanders’. TSUSHIMA. 
1905. Newly opened to the world, 
Japan surprises and confounds 
the fabled Russian fleet. JUT-
LAND. 1916: the British Royal Navy and the German 
Kaiserliche Marine confront one another in the North 
Sea in the final great marine confrontation of World War 
I. MIDWAY. 1942: The age of the aircraft carrier begins. 
What unfolds is an epic carrier duel. Japan would never 
recover. Dead Reckoning, 2020.
GRENB. SC, 8x11, 176pg, FC  $24.95

BATMAN VS. RA’S AL GHUL
Collects #1-6. By Neal Adams. Contenders vie 
to wear the cape and cowl as the new Batman!! 
Gotham City is under seige and Batman is 
determined to find the source. But when Boston 
Brand/Deadman tries to intervene, he discovers 
the terrorists are led by an inhuman monster. 
Ra’s al Ghul has volunteered his security force 
to aid the Police Department, and now they are 
the only thing standing between nuclear terror 
and the townspeople. DC Comics, 2021.
BATVRH. HC, 7x10, 160pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
THE CIMMERIAN Vol 3
Highly Recommended. By Robert E. Howard 
et al. Art by Virginie Augustin and Gess. Robert 
E. Howard’s Conan uncensored, as this popular 
(and very well drawn) series continues! Discover 
the true Conan, unrestrained, violent, and sexual 
in a graphic novel story, then read REH’s original 
story straight from Weird Tales from 1934 and 
1935. Two complete stories, “Iron Shadows in 
the Moon” and “The Man-Eaters of Zamboula!” 
Ablaze, 2021. Mature Readers. 
CIMM03H. HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC  $24.99
Vols 1, 2 First published in France: CIMM01, 02.  ea: $24.99

French Graphic Novels
A MAN’S SKIN
Recommended. By Hubert. Art by Zanzim. 
First published in France. Once upon a time 
in Renaissance Italy, Bianca can’t hide her 
disappointment at having to marry a man she 
knows nothing about. She learns the secret 
bequeathed by the women of her family for 
generations: a “man’s skin”! Bianca becomes 
the male “Lorenzo” and frees herself from the 
limits imposed on women. She visits the world of men to get to know 
her fiance. Occasional nudity & sexual situations. Ablaze, 2021.
AMANH. HC, 7x10, 160pg, FC  $24.99
AT THE MOUNTAINS OF MADNESS Vol 2
Oversized hardcover, first published in 
France. Second volume of two. Our Highest 
Recommendation. By H.P. Lovecraft. Art by 
François Baranger. Return to the final days of 
the Antarctic Dyer expedition. The letters from 
Professor William Dyer grow increasingly more 
desperate as the expedition presses on. What 
they discover beneath the ice is meant for no 
man to see--Cyclopean structures and alien 
landscapes. The final act of the Dyer Expe-
dition is a descent into cosmic horror. Huge, 
often full-page paintings. Design Studio Press, 2021.
ATMOUN02H. HC, 10x14, 64pg, FC  $34.95
Vol 1: ATMOUNH.  $29.95
See page 6 for more French Graphic Novels.

SPECTRUM FANTASTIC ART 
QUARTERLY MAGAZINE #1
Best of 2021. 1000-copy printing. 
Highly Recommended. Edited by 
Cathy Fenner and Arnie Fenner. 
Frank Frazetta is remembered by 
his sisters, children, collaborators, 
and granddaughter--with unpub-
lished art and photos. Painter Dan 
dos Santos and Patricia Briggs 
discuss their 16-year collaboration. Plus Gregory Manchess, 
Rich Corben, Steve Hickman, and Rowena tributes, and 
much more. Spectrum/Underwood Books, 2021.
SPEQ01. Magazine, 12x12, 88pg, FC  $25.00
See page 2, cover feature, for Volume 2.
VISIONS 2021 Illustrators Book
Recommended. All English Text. A 
new Japanese-based best-of art book. 
From Kadokawa supervised by pixiv. 
170 of today’s top Asian illustrators, with 
background scenes, monsters, and a 
strong emphasis on beautiful girl hero-
ines (no nudity). Includes work by 0313, 
12stairs, 6VCR, Yoshitoshi Abe, Ace 
Akira, Akakura, Aki Akane, A. Merica, 
and many others. Yen Press, 2021.
VISILB. SC, 7x10, 360pg, FC $45.00 $39.99

PETE VON SHOLLY’S LOVECRAFT ILLUSTRATED
Best of 2021. Highly Recom-
mended. A visual chronology of 
ALL 62 of Lovecraft’s stories and 
novellas--over 325 color illus-
trations detail scenes from each 
of his stories. With over 200 full 
color, landscape-oriented pages, 
the illustrations are presented in 
the order the stories were written 
with copious quotes and commentary for each. Von Sholly is 
a writer, artist, director, and producer. Clover Press, 2020.
PETLIHS. SC, 11x8, 208pg, FC  $29.99
SHELL ART & ADVERTISING
Shell Motor Oil’s finest promotions. 
Recommended. By Scott Anthony, 
Oliver Green, Nicky Penny and Mar-
garet Timmers. A beautifully designed 
and illustrated book, with material 
taken from Shell Oil’s remarkable 
archives from its origins up to the 
1960’s. Examinations of the historical, 
political, and social contexts of Shell’s 
art and advertising enable the authors 
to assess the work’s broader cultural significance.  
Lund Humphries, 2020.
SHELAH. HC, 10 x11, 208pg, FC $79.99 $71.99
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ABSOLUTE FOURTH WORLD By Jack Kirby Vol 2
Collects 26 issues plus the complete 
Hunger Dogs GN and a lost story. 
Kirby came to DC Comics in 1970 to 
write and illustrate four interlocking 
series known collectively as “The Fourth 
World.” Now, DC collects Kirby’s entire 
runs on these four series--The New 
Gods, The Forever People, Mister Mir-
acle and Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen. 
DC Comics, 2021.
ABFW02H. HC, 9x13, 824pg, FC $150.00 $125.00
Vol 1 Jimmy Olsen #133-139, 141-148, New Gods #1-11, 
Forever People #1-11, Mister Miracle #1-18 & more:  
ABFW01H.  $150.00 $125.00
EC ARCHIVES Crime Illustrated
Our Highest Recommendation. 
Collects #1-3, 1955-56. The complete 
run, two magazine-format issues and the 
unpublished #3! This was the innovative 
“Picto-Fiction” magazine that EC created 
to circumvent the newly created Comics 
Code, and to break into a more adult 
comic reading market. Illustrated prose. 
Brilliantly illustrated by Reed Crandall, 
Wally Wood, Joe Orlando, Graham 
Ingels, Johnny Craig, et al. Dark Horse, 2021.
ECACIH. HC, 8x11, 192pg, b&w $49.99 $42.50
EC ARTIST LIBRARY Vol 6 Slipcased Set
Almost Gone! Highly Recommended. 
A box set of four great books in the ac-
claimed EC Artists’ Library. Master Race 
and Other Stories (Bernard Krigstein), 
Death Stand and Other Stories (Jack 
Davis), Doctor of Horror And Other Sto-
ries (Graham Ingels), The Martian Mon-
ster and Other Stories (Jack Kamen). 
110 stories, 900 pages, bonus features. 
Fantagraphics, 2021. Out of print.
ECAL06H. HC, 7x11, 916pg, FC 
 $99.99 $84.99
FLEETWAY PICTURE LIBRARY CLASSICS  
PRESENTS: Pirate Tales
Highly Recommended. Four long, 
complete stories published in Thriller 
Picture Library between 1954 and 1956! 
These feature the exhilarating piratical 
art of Philip Mendoza, Reg Bunn, 
Robert Forrest and John Millar Watt. 
These stories would not be out of place 
alongside Reed Crandall’s in EC’s Pi-
racy. They are THAT good, while being 
longer and more developed, with lots of 
text, plot twists, historical characters and 
mystery. Book Palace, 2020.
FLPIR. SC, 7x9, 272pg, b&w  $36.99
Fleetway Firsts [FLFIR], Westerns [FLWES]:  ea: $36.99

Facsimile/Replica Editions
TALES FROM THE TOMB Vol 1 Magazine
Recommended. Art by Frank Springer & 
Tony Tallarico. Published by Dell in 1962, 
with a painted cover by L. B. Cole, this 
was a 25 cent Dell Giant. All the stories 
inside this 84-page one-shot are written 
by John Stanley, who definitely put the 
“weird” in “weird menace” and showed 
his talent in genres beyond Little Lulu 
and Nancy! PS Artbooks, 2021.
TALFT01. Magazine, 7x10, 84pg, PC 
  $16.99
FANTASTIC GIANTS  
Facsimile Edition
Highly Recommended. Originally pub-
lished by Charlton, this one shot, all-Ditko 
Monster Special is reproduced on high 
quality paper in a special facsimile edition. 
Featuring Steve Ditko art and Joe Gill’s 
Gorgo and Konga movie adaptations plus 
two more Ditko classics, “The Mountain 
Monster” and “The Help of Hogar.”  
Fantaco Enterprises, 2021.
FANTG. SC, 7x10, 68pg, FC  $12.95

HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE #312 Sorayama Cover
Almost Gone! Cover and feature article 
on the unique and very adult artwork of 
Hajime Sorayama. “Avenging Demons 
Princes” begins a new adaptation of the 
Jack Vance novel, this version first pub-
lished in France, by Joe Morvan and 
Paolo Traisci. The return of “Adrienne 
James,” in part one of a new story by 
Matthew Medney and Bruce Edwards. 
Plus “Basic Time Travel,” “Starward” pt 
7, “Dafina,” and “Black Beacon” pt 5. 
Heavy Metal, 2021. Adult material.
HM312. Magazine, 8x11, 144pg, FC  $13.99
LADY DEATH CHAOS RULES #1 Premiere Edition
By Brian Pulido and Brian Augustyn. 
Art by Dheeraj Verma. Cover by Paolo 
Pantalena. Hope renounced her humanity 
to save her mother’s soul from Hell. She 
is transformed by tragic circumstances 
into Lady Death, the ravishing conqueror 
of the netherworld. She ruled Hell. She 
faced the Judgment War. She joined 
a Dark Alliance and then she disap-
peared 20 years ago. Now, find out what 
happened to her. Coffin Comics, 2015. 
Mature readers.
LADC01. SC, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $20.00
LADY DEATH DAMNATION GAME 
#1 Premiere Edition
By Brian Pulido and Mike MacLean. Art by 
Dheeraj Verma. Cover by Paolo Pantale-
na. Lady Death rescues an innocent boy 
dragged to Hell, inciting an ultra-violent 
quest into the depths of a depraved city 
hosting “The Hades Engine,” a contraption 
that can return the boy to earth. But Lady 
Death’s actions bring her into direct con-
flict with the nefarious Hellwitch. Full-story. 
Coffin Comics, 2015. Mature readers.
LADDG01. SC, 7x10, 48pg, FC  $20.00
PROJECT MK-ULTRA SEX, 
DRUGS, & THE CIA Vol 1
Almost Gone! By Brandon Beckner 
and Scott Sampila. Art by Stewart 
Moore. A reality-based graphic novel of 
San Francisco, 1971. As the Vietnam 
War rages, the government wages war 
against the hippy counter-culture. High 
profile drug trials capture headlines. 
Seymour Phillips, a headstrong journal-
ist, discovers key information on a vast 
drug network--an interview leads to a sensational accusation 
that a trafficker works for the CIA. Clover Press, 2021. Mature 
readers. Out of print.
PROJ01H. HC, 7x10, 152pg, FC $29.99 $26.99
STRANGE ADVENTURES
 Collects #1-12. Art by Mitch Gerads. 
This new sci-fi epic written by bestselling 
author Tom King offers a continuation 
of one of DC’s Adam Strange. Born on 
Earth and hero of the distant planet Rann, 
Adam is famous throughout the galaxy for 
his bravery and honor. After leading his 
adopted home to victory in a great plane-
tary war, Adam and his wife, Alanna, retire 
to Earth. But decisions Adam made during 
battles on Rann come back to haunt his 
family. It will take Mr. Terrific to uncover the truth and clear 
Adam’s good name. DC Comics, 2021.
STRADVH. HC, 7x10, 376pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
THE TOPPI GALLERY Scenes from the Bible
Recommended. Introduction by Toppi 
himself, written in 2011. This collection 
of artwork from European comics master 
Sergio Toppi focuses on illustrations of 
Biblical characters he drew during his 
lengthy collaboration with the journal 
Il Giornalino. Hundreds of character 
portraits and key scene illustrations from 
both the Old and New Testament are 
presented in Toppi’s inimitable pen-and-
ink style. Standalone, non-sequential 
artwork accompanied by events and 
verses from the Bible. Magnetic Press, 2021.
SERTH. HC, 9x12, 148pg, FC  $24.99
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SILVER SURFER Omnibus Vol 1
New Printing--first published 2007. 
Silver Surfer #1-18 more, 1968-70. Our 
Highest Recommendation. By Stan 
Lee, Roy Thomas et al. Norrin Radd 
sacrificed himself to save his planet 
and his true love Shalla-Bal from the 
world-devourer Galactus but the price 
was servitude as mighty Galactus’ herald, 
the Silver Surfer! Created by Stan Lee 
and Jack Kirby in the pages of Fantastic 
Four, here are the first amazing issues 
of the Surfer’s own title, with Lee’s socially conscious writing 
and Kirby’s mind-blowing cosmic concepts--joined by the one 
and only John Buscema! Marvel, 2020.
SILS01H. HC, 7x11, 576pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
TIMELY’S GREATEST The Golden 
Age Sub-Mariner by Bill Everett 
The Post-War Years Omnibus
Collects Sub-Mariner Comics #21-24, 
26-30, 32-42; Namora #1-3 and dozens 
more stories. Our Highest Recommen-
dation. After his service in World War 
II, Bill Everett returned to his creation 
without missing a beat. This volume also 
features Everett’s fan-favorite 1950s 
Sub-Mariner revival during Marvel’s “Atlas 
Era.” Alongside Namora, Princess Fen 
and intrepid love interest Betty Dean, Namor vs Prince Byr-
rah--giant crocodiles and Communists aplenty! Marvel, 2020.
TIMGSPH. HC, 8x11, 568pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
The Golden Age Human Torch by Carl Burgos Omnibus, 
The Torch stories & covers from Marvel Mystery #1-34, 
Human Torch #2-7, All Winners #1-4, LOTS more  
(1939-54): TIMGAHTH.  $150.00 $125.00
The Golden Age Simon & Kirby Omnibus: TIMGASKH. 
 $150.00 $125.00
WARLOCK By Jim Starlin Gallery Edition
Recommended. Collects Strange 
Tales #178-181; Warlock #9-15; 
Avengers Annual #7; Marvel Two-In-
One Annual #2, in a large 9x13 edi-
tion. 1972-75. At Marvel in the 1970s, 
Jim Starlin evolved Adam Warlock to 
the next level, imbuing the character 
with the inner demons of a man-god 
on the brink of insanity. Featuring the 
first-ever assembling of the Infinity 
Gems, the debuts of Gamora and Pip 
the Troll, and an all-out struggle to save 
the universe--joined by the Avengers, Captain Marvel and 
Spider-Man! 70 bonus pages of bonus. Marvel, 2021.
WARLOH. HC, 9x13, 360pg, PC $50.00 $39.99
THE X-MEN Omnibus Vol 1
Collects #1-31, 1963-66. New printing. 
Highly Recommended. In 1963, Stan 
Lee and Jack Kirby introduced Cyclops, 
the Beast, Iceman, the Angel, Marvel Girl-
-and their leader, the mysteriously-named 
Professor X! Billed them “The Strangest 
Super-Heroes of All!” and while their 
mutant powers were certainly weird, the 
binding concept of this band of heroes--a 
group feared and hated for being differ-
ent--was pure Marvel relevance and these 
first stories are as captivating today as ever. Marvel. 2021.
XMEN01H. HC, 7x11, 776pg, FC $100.00 $90.00
THE MIGHTY THOR Omnibus Vol 1
New Printing. Collects Journey Into Mystery #83-120, An-
nual #1, 1962-65. Our Highest Recommendation. A mas-
terpiece of immortal action, cosmic scope 
and boundless drama, Stan Lee’s and 
Jack Kirby’s Thor collaborations mark a 
cornerstone of the Marvel Universe--and 
that’s no small accomplishment coming 
from the most celebrated creators in com-
ics! First appearance of Loki and Odin, 
a second origin in #89, Tales of Asgard 
begins in #97, 1st Lava Man, Surtur, 
Human Cobra, Mr. Hyde, 2nd Avengers 
x-over, Dr. Strange, 1st Enchantress, Sif, 
Balder and Hela, Grey Gargoyle, Magne-
to, Origin of Loki, 1st Destroyer... Marvel, 2021.
MTOM01H. HC, 7x11, 768pg, FC $100.00 $90.00

AMAZING FANTASY Omnibus
Collects Amazing Adventures #1-
6; Amazing Adult Fantasy #7-14; 
Amazing Fantasy #15, 1961-62. Highly 
Recommended. By Stan Lee, Steve 
Ditko, Jack Kirby et al. At the dawn of the 
Silver Age, Stan and the gang were of-
fering ten-ton terrors, from Torr to Manoo 
to Monsteroso--along with weird tales of 
witchcraft, Martians and Dr. Druid. Lee 
and Ditko started their all-new more 
mature storytelling! Marvel, 2020.
AMAFH. HC, 7x11, 448pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Epic Collection Vol 3 
Spider-Man No More
Collects Amazing Spider-Man #39-52, 
Amazing Spider-Man Annual #3-4, 
1966-67. New printing. Our Highest 
Recommendation. John Romita Sr. and 
Stan Lee establish the Green Goblin as 
Spider-Man’s most dangerous enemy! 
And then the Rhino, the Avengers, the 
Shocker, the return of the Lizard, Kraven 
the Hunter, an all-new Vulture, Kingpin! At 
the center is young Peter Parker finding 
his way! Marvel, 2021.
AME03. SC, 7x10, 400pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Omnibus 
Vol 2 New Printing
New Printing. Collects Amazing 
Spider-Man #39-67, Annual #3-5 & 
Spectacular Spider-Man #1-2, 1966-68. 
Highly Recommended. The Stan Lee/
John Romita era starts here transform-
ing the web-slinger into Marvel’s top 
title. From the revelation of the Green 
Goblin’s secret identity to the unforgetta-
ble entrance of Mary Jane Watson, these 
classics define Spidey to this day--with 
the Kingpin, the Rhino and Captain Stacy; Spidey’s disastrous 
first tryout with the Avengers and more. Marvel, 2021.
AM02H. HC, 7x11, 992pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
DOCTOR STRANGE Omnibus Vol 1
Collects material from Strange Tales 
#110-111, 114-146 & Amazing Spi-
der-Man Annual #2, 1963-66. Our High-
est Recommendation. From Doctor 
Strange’s eerie Greenwich Village home, 
Stan Lee and Steve Ditko created new 
dimensions and otherworldly terrors 
unlike anything seen before in comics. 
Here’s the origin story and the first years 
of adventures. Experience the debut of 
Baron Mordo, Eternity, Dormammu and 
the Mindless Ones--as well as Strange’s 
faithful servant Wong, and the mystic mistress Clea!  
Marvel, 2021.
DRST01H. HC, 7x11, 456pg, FC $75.00 $65.00
DOCTOR STRANGE Omnibus Vol 2
Collects Strange Tales #147-168, Doc-
tor Strange #169-183 and much more. 
Highly Recommended. By Stan Lee and 
Roy Thomas, et al. Art by Bill Everett, 
Marie Severin, Dan Adkins, Gene Colan et 
al. Doctor Strange faces Kaluu, the mystic 
threat from the Nameless Nowhere! The 
origin of the Ancient One, the return of 
Baron Mordo, an otherworldly odyssey to 
save Victoria Bentley, and the arrival of 
the Living Tribunal! And in 1968, Doctor 
Strange received his own solo title, a new 
costume, and the beginnings of the Defenders! Marvel, 2021.
DRST02H. HC, 7x11, 704pg, FC $100.00 $85.00
HAWKEYE Epic Collection Vol 1 
The Avenger Archer
Recommended. Here is Hawkeye’s 
career from his debut as a foe of Iron Man 
and love interest to the deadly Black Wid-
ow; the sharpshooter soon reformed and 
joined the mighty Avengers, becoming 
a force for good...and a thorn in Captain 
America’s side! Marvel, 2021.
HAWK01. SC, 7x10, 432pg, PC 
 $39.99 $34.99
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MS. TREE Vol 3 The Cold Dish
Collects Ms Tree’s Thrilling Detective 
Adventures #1-9 and Files of Ms Tree 
Vol 1. Recommended. From Road to 
Perdition author Max Allan Collins and 
artist Terry Beatty, comes a new collec-
tion of classic Ms Tree. Follow our private 
investigator, the 6ft, 9mm-carrying private 
eye, as she solves crimes of passion, 
murder and intrigue! And stays alive in 
the process. No case is too small, no 
violence is too extreme. Titans, 2021.
MST03. SC, 6x9, 240pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
Vol 2 Skeleton in the Closet: MST02.  $29.99 $26.99

MARGE’S LITTLE LULU The Little Girl Who Could 
Talk to Trees
Almost Gone! Various Stories and all 
covers from #27-49, 1950-52. Highly 
Recommended. Our heroine plays 
pranks on her male counterparts. Many 
strips are farcical retellings of classic 
nursery rhymes and fairy tales--stories 
Lulu is telling Alvin. Plus bonus material. 
Drawn & Quarterly, 2021. Out of print.
LITL03H. HC, 8x10, 308pg, FC 
 $29.95 $26.95
Working Girl . The Fuzzythingus Poopi, #7-26 (1949-50): 
LITL01H, 02H.  ea: $29.95 $26.95

PHANTOM The Complete Newspaper Dailies  
Vol 23 1971-1972
By Lee Falk. “The Phantom 
Faces Modern Challenges,” 
Introduction. Continues the 
Sy Barry years. Six complete 
continuities: “The Fence,” 
“The Mysterious Passenger,” 
“The Vultures,” “The Lost City,” 
“The Witchman,” and “The 
Tanker-Jackers.” Taken directly from King Feature’s proofs. 
Hermes, 2021.
PH23H. HC, 12x9, 272pg, b&w  $60.00
See our website (or inquire) for more Phantom Newspaper 
Dailies.

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 3
Collects #147-181, 1977-80. Adventures 
guest-starring the Justice Society, the 
Legion of Super-Heroes, and a group of 
heroes from the long-gone past, including 
Jonah Hex, Viking Prince, Enemy Ace, 
and more. Plus, the League’s mascot, 
Snapper Carr, turns against the team, the 
Phantom Stranger helps in a battle with 
ancient gods, the Martian Manhunter fac-
es Despero, and more. DC Comics, 2021.
JLAB03H. HC, 7x11, 1192pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Vol 2 #114-146, 1974-77: JLAB02H.  $125.00 $110.00
WONDER WOMAN The Silver Age Omnibus Vol 1
Includes Wonder Woman #98-123, 
1958-61. Recommended. In 1958, Won-
der Woman was reimagined by Robert 
Kanigher and Ross Andru. There was a 
new origin, a new cast, Wonder Girl and 
the Wonder Woman family. #98 is the first 
Silver Age issue with a new origin and 
first meeting with Steve Trevor, and the 
first issue by Andru and Mike Esposito; 
#99 continues the new origin and she 
gets a new costume; origin of Diana 
Prince alter ego; #105 features part three 
of her new origin and is considered a scarce issue, where 
she first appears as a young girl, called Wonder Girl--and 
much more. DC Comics, 2021.
WWSA01H. HC, 7x11, 696pg, FC $99.99 $90.00

BATMAN NO MAN’S LAND Omnibus Vol 1
Collects 12 different titles circa 1999-
2000. By Dennis O’Neil and Greg Rucka. 
Art by Dale Eaglesham and Frank Teran. 
After suffering a cataclysmic earthquake, 
the U.S. government has deemed Go-
tham City uninhabitable and ordered all 
citizens to leave. Those that have refused 
to vacate “No Man’s Land” live amidst a 
citywide turf war in which the strongest 
prey on the weak. Batman and his allies, 
including the enigmatic new Batgirl, Night-
wing, Oracle and Robin, must fight to save 
Gotham during its darkest hour. DC Comics, 2021. 
BATN01H. HC, 7x11, 1136pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
THE BATMAN’S GRAVE The Complete Collection
Collects #1-12, 2019-2020. By Warren 
Ellis, Bryan Hitch, Kevin Nowlan & Jim 
Sinclair. Alfred meticulously tends to 
Thomas and Martha Wayne’s head-
stones. But how much longer before 
there’s another Wayne grave? To solve a 
case, Batman inhabits a murder victim’s 
mind sending him on a collision course 
with an enemy who has infiltrated every 
part of Gotham. DC Comics, 2021.
BATGRH. HC, 7x10, 296pg, FC 
 $39.99 $34.99
GEN 13 Starting Over The Deluxe Edition
Collects stories from the original 
Gen13 miniseries, #0-5 of the ongoing 
series, pin-pages and more. Oversize 
hardcover. By Jim Lee and Brandon 
Choi. Art by J. Scott Campbell. Under the 
leadership of Lynch, the super-powered 
teenagers of Gen 13 live a life of fighting 
evil, saving the world, and partying hard. 
Featuring strong characterization and 
wacky humor. DC Comics, 2022.
GENSOH. HC, 7x10, 352pg, FC 
 $49.99 $39.99
THE HOUSE OF MYSTERY  
The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 2
Collects #201-226, 1972-74. Highly 
Recommended. Art by Wrightson, Kalu-
ta, Starlin, Niño et al. One of the most 
celebrated anthology titles of the Bronze 
Age of comics, The House of Mystery 
earned its iconic status in the early 1970s 
under the skillful hands of editor Joe 
Orlando. Great stories of horror, the 
supernatural, gothic mystery that pushed 
the Comics Code boundaries. DC, 2020.
HOMB02H. HC, 8x11, 840pg, FC $150.00 $125.00
Vol 1 #174-200, 1968-72: HOMB01H.  $99.99 $89.99
HOUSE OF SECRETS  
The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 2
Collects #112-154: five years of com-
ics, 1973-78. Highly Recommended. 
By Len Wein, Gerry Conway and Marv 
Wolfman. Art by Nestor Redondo, Bernie 
Wrightson et al. In the 1970s, a golden 
age of horror was underway in DC’s 
comics. Helmed by acclaimed editor 
Joe Orlando with stories drawn by Alex 
Toth, Steve Ditko, Alex Nino, Ramona 
Fradon, and others! DC, 2019.
HOSB02H. HC, 7x11, 872pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
Vol 1 #81-111, 1969-73: HOSB01H.  $125.00 $110.00
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Subscribe!
Receive our Email Newsletter every Thursday. 
Find out about all new arrivals and limited-time 
offers, plus special News & Notes. Bud writes 
every word and personally recommends his fa-
vorites. Go to our website and sign up or call for 
assistance.
NO EMAIL? NO PROBLEM! You can request our 
print newsletter (every 2 weeks). Call us or mail 
us your request and we will add you to our mail-
ing list.
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Pin-Up & Erotic Art
THE ART OF PIN-UP
New lower-priced edition. Our Highest Rec-
ommendation. By Sarahjane Blum and Louis 
Meisel. Edited by Dian Hanson. Based on the 
$200 Art of Pin-up, this new edition gathers 
nearly 100 artists and in-depth showcases of 
the top 10 names (each chapter opens with 
a reproduction of an original calendar or maga-
zine cover by that artist). Paintings, pastels, 
and preparatory sketches, period calendars, 
vintage prints, and original model photos. 
Much was photographed at Brown & Bigelow, home to the world’s 
largest archive of vintage pin-up calendars. Taschen, 2021.
ARTOPH. HC, 10x14, 548pg, FC $80.00 $70.00
CAVE PAINTINGS The Art of Budd Root

Limited, 2000. Recommended. By 
Budd Root. Introduction by Frank Cho. 

“I’m a huge Budd Root fan from day one and 
I always wanted a nice hardcover Budd Root 
art book for a long time. After years of waiting, 
I decided to put my publisher hat on and just 
publish it myself.” -Frank Cho. Page after 
page of wonderful nudes (and almost nudes) 
of Cavewoman, specialty pieces, commis-
sions, Universal monsters, convention book 
covers and posters, and an interview. Monkey 
Boy, 2016. Mature Readers.
CAVPH. HC, 9x12, 128pg, FC  $30.00

MEN’S ADVENTURE QUARTERLY Vol 1 Number 3
Recommended. This issue features 
exclusive reprints of “Book Bonus” versions 
of the first two Don Pendleton Executioner 
novels, originally published in magazines 
and an article written by Don’s wife, author 
Linda Pendleton. Also three other classic 
vigilante justice stories; a gallery on artist 
Gil Cohen, and more. Robert Deis, 2021. 
Mature readers.
MENQ03. SC, 8x10, 157pg, Text/PC  $29.95
#1, 2, 4: MENQ01, 02, 04.  ea: $29.95
TOM CORBETT SPACE CADET #1 Stand by for Mars
First published in 1952, to tie in to the popular 
TV show. By Carey Rockwell. Art by Louis 
Glanzman, cover by Al McWilliams. Interplan-
etary adventures, in prose novels starring 
courageous teen space explorer Tom Corbett 
and his pals. Rocket Science Books, 2017.
TOMSM. SC, 6x9, 170pg, Text/b&w  $8.95
#2 Danger in Deep Space [TOMDDS], #4 
The Space Pioneers [TOMSP], #5 Revolt on 
Venus--First published in 1954--tie in to the 
TV show [TOMRV], #6 Treachery in Outer 
Space [TOMTOS], #7 Sabotage in Space [TOMSIS]: ea:  $8.95
ZOMBIE JAM
By David J. Schow, art by Bernie Wrightson. 
David J. Schow’s genre-bending short stories 
of the Zombie Apocalypse, before, during, and 
after. Included is “Jerry’s Kids Meet Wormboy,” 
probably the single greatest zombie story of 
all time. This edition has twice the content of 
the 2005 book, and many more illustrations. 
Cimarron Street Books, 2020.
ZOMJA. SC, 6x9, 260pg, Text/b&w  $19.95

Edgar Rice Burroughs
BEYOND THE FARTHEST STAR Restored 
Edition Hardcover
Highly Recommended. Wrap-
around jacket by Frank Frazetta. 
New frontispiece by Mark Schultz. 
Five interior illustrations by Roy 
G. Krenkel. New edition restoring 
Edgar Rice Burroughs’ original 
manuscript text. In 1940, as the 
world hurtled into the darkness of 
global conflict, Edgar Rice Bur-
roughs turned his legendary writing 
talents toward an interstellar tale of 
wonder and adventure set on a war-racked planet.  
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. 2021.
BEYFAH. HC, 6x9, 182pg, Text/b&w  $34.95
THE MAN WHO MET TARZAN  
Hardcover Signed
Almost Gone! Signed by John 
Solie, Keith Howell, Henry G. 
Franke III, Win Scott Eckert, and 
Christopher Paul Carey! Limited, 
250. Gold-embossed binding, color 
jacket. Philip José Farmer (Tarzan 
Alive: A Definitive Biography of Lord 
Greystoke) wrote many articles, 
essays, letters, and speeches about 
Edgar Rice Burroughs and Tarzan 
over a span of decades and interviewed Lord Greystoke 
himself! Fine cover painting by John Solie and interior 
illustrations in both color and b&w by Keith Howell. 
Meteor House, 2021. Out of print.
MANWMH. HC, 6x9, 260pg, Text/PC  $45.00
Softcover Edition: MANWM.   $20.00
THE MONSTER ON HOLD
Cover art, frontispieces, and signa-
ture sheet by Douglas Klauba. Three 
b&w plates and one b&w illustration 
by Mark Wheatley. One b&w illustra-
tion by Jay Piscopo. The long-await-
ed sequel to A Feast Unknown, Lord 
of the Trees and the Mad Goblin. 
Philip José Farmer worked on this 
fourth novel in his Secrets of the Nine 
series, in the 1970s and ‘80s, but 
never completed it. Using Farmer’s 
manuscripts and notes, Win Scott Eckert, co-author with 
Farmer of The Evil in Pemberley House, has completed 
the novel at last. Meteor House, 2021.
MONSHO. SC, 6x9, 294pg, Text/PC  $20.00
TARZAN Battle for Pellucidar Hardcover
By Win Scott Eckert. Cover art by 
Chris Peuler. Tarzan, Jason Gridley, 
and the crew of the airship O-220 
return to Pellucidar, the world at the 
Earth’s core, on a wartime mission 
to stop the Nazis from obtaining a 
powerful superweapon. The mur-
derous adversaries partner with the 
Mahars--Pellucidar’s routed reptilian 
overlords--and Tarzan’s adventurous 
granddaughter Suzanne goes missing 
on a reconnaissance mission.  
Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc. 2020.
TARBPH. HC, 6x9, 286pg, Text Only  $34.95
Softcover Edition: TARBP.  $19.95

OUR ARTISTS AT WAR The Best of The Best 
American War Comics Signed
Signed by both authors on a custom 
illustrated bookplate! Highly Recom-
mended. Introduction by Roy Thomas. 
Foreword by Will Franz. Cover by Joe 
Kubert. The first book ever published 
in the U.S. that examines War Comics 
published in America. It covers the 
talented writers and artists who supplied 
the most compelling stories in the long 
neglected genre. TwoMorrows, 2021.
OURAR. SC, 8x11, 160pg, FC  $27.95

ALTER EGO #172
Highly Recommended. In the 1970s, 
talented artists from the Philippines were 
uncrowned kings of the comics--and no 
one drew more or better than Alfredo 
Alcala! He’s best known in the U.S. for 
his work on Savage Sword of Conan! 
Richard Arndt interviews his sons Alfred 
and Christian, where you’ll see the best 
of Alfredo’s work for Marvel, DC, Warren 
and, from his native Philippines, where 
Alfredo had his own comic book! TwoMorrows, 2022.
AE172. Magazine, 8x11, 84pg, FC  $9.95
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ORGIES
This diminutive but thick archive of orgies 
comprises the 400 mostly unpublished erotic 
photographs from the private archive of the 
French collector Alexandre Dupouy. From the 
late 19th century to 1940, threesomes, foursomes 
and group sex. A unique and felicitous illustrat-
ed book of excessively erotic self-indulgence. 
Salacious, humorous and quirky. Goliath, 2020. 
Adult material.
APHOTH. HC, 4x7, 352pg, b&w $44.99 $39.99
ALPENGLUHN
New revised and enlarged softcover 
edition. Recommended. The term alpenglow 
refers to the purple light that can often be 
seen on the tops of mountains. But in these 
photos, it’s not only the Alps that are glowing 
but the girls too. They’ve climbed up steep 
hills and hiked through meadows only to cast 
off their dirndls with enthusiastic aplomb. Ste-
fan Soell knows exactly how to turn fantasies 
into reality. Skylight, 2021. Adult material.
ALPEG. SC, 7x9, 192pg, FC $35.00 $31.95
MODERN URBAN GIRLS
New revised and enlarged edition, now in 
softcover. Recommended. A new approach 
by Stefan Soell. Soell has photographed 
over 33 mostly new faces, (fantastically built, 
confident, cheeky and unashamedly sexy) all 
in the unprecedented environment of finest, 
ultra-modern, minimalist architecture.  
Skylight, 2021. Adult material.
MODUR. SC, 7x9, 192pg, FC $35.00 $31.95
EYE CANDY GIRLS
Recommended. Victor Lightworships mod-
els are young and pretty, hot and unusually 
open. Eye Candy Girls is an erotic fantasy 
in a picture story, from sizzling striptease to 
intimate shots. Each photo set begins with 
smartly paired portraits of flirtatious uninhibited 
girls who could be the girl next door for their 
innocent, fresh faces. But here they invite you 
to help them undress. 34 erotic “sets” over 250 
pages. Goliath, 2022. Adult Material.
EYECH. HC, 5x8, 256pg, FC $49.99 $44.99
NUDISM IN A COLD CLIMATE  
The Visual Culture of Naturists in  
Mid 20th Century Britain
By Annebella Pollen. This richly illustrated vol-
ume examines social nudism in mid-20th-cen-
tury Britain, a nation fabled for its lack of 
sunshine and its reserved social attitudes. We 
first encounter the movement at its genesis 
in the 1920s, when nudism was synonymous 
with vegetarianism, intellectualism and utopi-
anism. In the postwar era there are amateur 
clubs and high-circulation publications. Finally, 
redefined as naturism in the 1960s. Note: Photo reproduction quali-
ty varies widely. Atelier Editions, 2021. Mature readers.
NUDCC. SC, 7x9, 224pg, Text/b&w  $32.00
PENTHOUSE 45TH ANNIVERSARY 
SPECIAL Special Paperback Edition
From humble beginnings, Penthouse became 
one of the world’s most notorious publications, 
creating a new style of men’s magazine even 
more daring than Playboy. Celebrating 45 
years, this handsome book is a compilation 
of some of the most beautiful women ever to 
grace the pages, in several-page pictorials, 
usually quite explicit. There are even features 
of two or three women doing the nasty with 
one another. 400 color pictures. Preface by 
model Dyanna Lauren. Edition Skylight, 2018. 
Adult Material.
PENHG. SC, 7x9, 320pg, FC $35.00 $31.95
PUSSY MANIA
390 pages featuring that most mysterious 
and desirable spot that makes the world go 
around! Often referred to poetically as the 
“delta of Venus.” Edition Skylight, 2013.  
Adult Material.
PUSM. SC, 6x8, 392pg, FC  $29.95

FINE PRINT Vol 1
By Stjepan Sejic. How do you deal 
with a broken heart? Junk food? 
Excessive drinking? Dubious 
contracts with ancient gods? Laure 
is the queen of bad decisions 
and finds herself with the rare 
opportunity to have her broken 
heart patched by the highest-rat-
ed god of desire; what could 
possibly go wrong? A tale of gods, 
mortals, love, lust, death, and bad 
decisions--that all starts with a simple bite of a golden 
apple. A new erotic graphic novel from the creator of 
Sunstone. Well drawn, abundant nudity and sexual 
situations. Image Comics, 2021. Mature readers. 
FINP01. SC, 7x10, 184pg, FC  $16.99
FOREPLAY SKETCHBOOK Vol 1 The Pin-Up 
Art of Lorenzo Sperlonga Signed
Signed! By Lorenzo Sperlonga. 
After five books dedicated mostly 
to acrylic paintings, Lorenzo 
Sperlonga decided to publish 
his first sketchbook. An 80 page 
signed oversized hardback that 
showcases drawings never seen 
before, and commissions. Plus 
a few sketch covers of favorite 
super heroines, sans clothing. 
Full nudity, occasionally explicit. 
Lorenzo Sperlonga, 2021.  
Adult material.
FOREHS. HC, 9x11, 80pg, PC  $35.00
MINKY WOODCOCK The Girl 
Who Electrified Tesla
Recommended. By Cynthia von 
Buhler. Detective Minky Woodcock 
straps on her gumshoes and her 
sexiest outfit to uncover the rivalry 
between mysterious inventor, Nikola 
Tesla and business tycoon J.P. 
Morgan Jr, in 1930s America. Has 
Tesla invented a Death Ray? Why 
is Morgan not interested in his free 
electricity? Minky uncovers a plot 
involving Nazis and meets Josephine Baker. Nudity, 
bondage, sexual situations. Titan Comics, 2021. 
Mature readers.
MINKGH. HC, 7x11, 112pg, FC $24.99 $21.99
SEX AND HORROR The 
Art of Emanuele Taglietti
Recommended. This is one 
wild collection, erotic and kinky 
paintings! In the course of his 
acclaimed career in the 1970s 
and 1980s, Emanuele Ta-
glietti painted more than 500 
covers for such books as Zora 
the Vampire, Sukia, Mafia, and 
44 Magnum. Taglietti was one 
of the outstanding artists of the golden age of Italian 
comics, and crime and horror were his specialties. His 
iconic work, overflowing with violence and eroticism, is 
unforgettable. Korero, 2015. Mature Readers.
SEHO. SC, 9x10, 160pg, FC $36.95 $33.95
The Art of Alessandro Biffignandi [SEHOAB], The 
Art of Fernando Carcupino--Back in print [SE-
HOFC], Vol 4 [SEHOR]: ea: $36.95 $33.95
SNATCH COMICS TREASURY
Recommended. By Robert 
Crumb. Take a peek at the early 
days of underground erotic comix 
with this incredible compilation! 
Featuring ground-breaking art 
by Crumb, Victor Moscoso, 
Bill Griffin, Spain and many 
others, these stories broke the 
final taboos of the comics world 
with their ribald artwork, hilarious 
stories and innovative storytelling. 
This collects all three original 
issues of Snatch along with exclusive commentary, a 
full-color section and fold-outs. Hippy Comix, 2011. 
Adult Material.
SNAT. SC, 5x7, 127pg, PC  $19.95
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GLADYS PARKER A Life in Comics,  
A Passion for Fashion
Highly Recommended. By Trina 
Robbins.This fascinating biogra-
phy explores Gladys Parker, a 
creative force to be reckoned with. 
She first took over Flapper Fanny, 
a highly popular syndicated comic 
strip. Then she left to create her 
own strip, Mopsy, that ran from the 
1940s to the 60s in both newspapers and 
comics. Meanwhile, she created her own 
clothes line, designed dresses and pants for 
Hollywood stars, put on exhibits, lived with 
two famous men, and it doesn’t stop there. 
Hermes, 2022.
GLADH. HC, 8x11, 256pg, PC  $59.99

DISNEY MASTERS Vol 20 Donald Duck  
20,000 Leaks Under the Sea
Who lives in a submarine under 
the sea? Donald’s cuckoo-bananas 
cousin Fethry, that’s who! He’s roping 
desperate Don into a two-week 
treasure hunt on the ocean floor--and 
a bear-taming trip to Duckburg’s 
deepest woods--and a mission to 
cure hiccups with scary rural reme-
dies! Cartoon story man Dick Kinney 
and beloved kids’-comic artist Al 
Hubbard created these duck tales in 
the swinging ‘60s. Fantagraphics, 2022.
DM20H. HC, 8x11, 184pg, FC $29.99 $27.99
See our website (or inquire) for more Disney Masters.
WALT DISNEY’S UNCLE SCROOGE  
Only a Poor Man
New Printing. Collects the first 
Scrooge adventures, 1952-Our 
Highest Recommendation. By 
Carl Barks. Introduction by George 
Lucas. This features the first defining 
Scrooge story and three more full 
length adventures, the first four to 
star Scrooge (along with Donald and 
the boys). “Poor Old Man,”  “Tralla 
La” (also known as “the bottlecap 
story”), “Back to the Klondike,” and 
“The Secret of Atlantis.” Plus two dozen shorter stories 
and one-page gags. Fantagraphics, 2020.
WDOPH. HC, 7x10, 240pg, FC $35.00 $31.99

ARROWSMITH Vol 1 
So Smart in Their Fine Uniforms
Collects #1-6, 2003-04. Recommended. 
By Kurt Busiek. Art by Carlos Pacheco.
An oversized, fully remastered collection 
of the fantasy-adventure epic. Young 
Fletcher Arrowsmith learns the true cost 
of war in an alternate history where 
dragons and magic spells are as much a 
part of World War I as bullets and barbed 
wire. 42 bonus pages with an all-new 
afterword, original series proposals, 
character designs, and more. Image Comics, 2022.
ARR01. HC, 7x11, 208pg, FC  $24.99
DAVID BOWIE IN COMICS
By Thierry Lamy. Art by Martin Trystam 
et al. From David Jones to David Bowie 
and from Ziggy Stardust to The Thin 
White Duke, the story of an artist with a 
thousand faces. He was one of the most 
influential and creative artists of the 20th 
century, and his incredible ever-chang-
ing and pioneering visions endure today. 
A graphic novel biography with photo-il-
lustrated articles breaking up the comics 
chapters. NBM, 2022.
DAVBH. HC, 8x10, 176pg, FC $27.99 $24.99
MYOPIA
Recommended. By Richard Dent. Art by 
Patrick Berkenkotter and Freire Ronilso.
Science fiction, noir steampunk and a 
thrilling and complex alternate reality. Im-
agine a world where your every thought, 
your every move, is filtered through The 
Central Lens Network. Now imagine being 
a twelve-year old boy and discovering a 
special pair of lenses that allow you to ac-
cess this network undetected. Bonus line 
art, character studies. Dynamite, 2022.
MYOPI. SC, 7x10, 174pg, FC  $19.99
NEGALYOD The God Network
Recommended. By Vincent Perriot.”Di-
notopia meets Mad Max.” Shades 
of Moebius, a post-apocalyptic Earth 
that is clearly inspired by the work of 
the master, and yet captivating in its 
originality. We follow dinosaur shepherd, 
Jarri, when he loses his herd to a hu-
man-created disaster. With nothing left 
to lose, he joins a rebel group intent on 
destroying the totalitarian government 
that controls his dystopian world, where dinosaurs roam the 
desolate land and the last of humanity survive in technologi-
cal cities run by a military regime. Titan, 2022.
NEGALH. HC, 8x11, 208pg, FC $39.99 $34.99
SUPERGIRL Woman of Tomorrow
Collects #1-8. Highly Recommended. 
By Tom King. Art by Bilquis Evely. A 
beautifully drawn adventure in a style 
reminding us of Gary Gianni, with fine 
detailed pen work. And it all takes place 
far from Earth--it’s a fantasy adventure on 
other worlds, more like Dune or Founda-
tion than the typical Supergirl story. Bonus 
character sketches and eight variant 
covers by top names. DC Comics, 2022.
SGWOT. SC, 7x10, 224pg, FC  $19.99
ZATANNA The Jewel of Gravesend
Zatanna walks her giant rabbit on a 
leather leash, lives in a colossal archi-
tectural wonder known as the Golden 
Elephant, had her first kiss in the Haunt-
ed HellGate ride--and wouldn’t have it 
any other way. But the time for having 
fun in Luna Park comes to an end when 
a mystic’s quest for a powerful jewel 
unravels everything Zatanna thought 
she knew about herself and her beloved 
neighborhood. Mysteries and magic 
surround her as she reveals the truth 
about her family’s legacy, and confronts the illusion that has 
been cast over her entire life. DC Comics, 2022.
ZATJG. SC, 6x9, 208pg, FC  $16.99

THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN Omnibus Vol 1
New printing. Our Highest Recommen-
dation. Collects Amazing Fantasy #15, 
Amazing Spider-Man #1-38, Annual 
#1-2 & more, 1961-64. THE Spider-Man 
collection, from his origin story all the way 
to the end of the Steve Ditko run, plus 
four bonus annuals which all featured 
new stories. In 40 issues of web-slinging, 
wisecracking wonderment, Lee and Ditko 
built the foundation for decades of Spidey 
spectaculars: girl trouble, bill trouble, 
bully trouble, the Daily Bugle, and a cast 
of friends, family and foes unlike any other! Now, experience 
the entire Lee/Ditko Spider-Man run in one gorgeous volume! 
Marvel, 2022.
AM01H. HC, 7x11, 1152pg, FC $125.00 $110.00
BERSERK DELUXE EDITION Vol 11
Collects Vols 31-33, including three 
fold-out color posters. Leather 
binding, massive 672 pages. Guts the 
Black Swordsman and company prepare 
to leave the port of Vritannis, only to 
have their way blocked by an army of 
abominations led by a powerful Kushan 
sorcerer. Even Guts’ accursed Berserker 
armor may not be enough...especially 
when faced by the leviathan astral form 
of the malefic Kushan Emperor!  
Dark Horse, 2022. Mature readers.
BER11H. HC, 7x10, 672pg, b&w $49.99 $39.99
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TARZAN The New Adventures Vol 1
Our Highest Recommendation. Written and with a new in-
troduction Roy Thomas. Art by Thomas Grindberg and Benito 
Gallego. Brand-new adventures presented in Sunday Page, 
landscape format, collected from ongoing new adventures on 
ERB.com’s website. Written by comics legend Roy Thomas 
(Conan the Barbarian, Avengers, X-Men) with stunning 
artwork by Thomas Grindberg, whose fabulous work here 
compares favorably with that of Russ Manning and Mark 
Schultz! In the first of two adventures, Tarzan searches for 
a lost Jane and their friend Paul D’Arnot. La of Opar helps 
him track down Jane and Paul in the lost city of Ilium, ruled 
by Helen of Troy, who bears a striking resemblance to Jane! 
Dark Horse, 2022.
TARN01H. HC, 11x8, 108pg, FC  $24.99

TERRY AND THE PIRATES  
The Master Collection Vol 1

Collects all dailies and Sundays from the strip’s begin-
ning in 1934 through the end of 1935. Highly Recom-
mended. Surprise! While they last, this is packaged with  
Vol 13 at no extra cost!! Never reproduced better, from Milton 
Caniff’s personal set of color syndicate proofs, unavail-
able for previous books. The Sundays are presented with 
unmatched color fidelity and larger than they have ever before 
been reprinted--an unparalleled upgrade that no Terry fan can 
afford to pass up. Plus crystal clear dailies from the beginning, 
three per page. Vol 13 is all historical material and essays: 
rare photos, rare bonus artwork, hand-colored Sunday and 
much more bonus material. Clover Press, 2022.
TERP01H. HC, 11x14, 192pg, PC  $120.00

MARVEL COMICS LIBRARY  
AVENGERS Vol 1

Collects #1-20, 1963-65. Recommended. In-depth history 
by Kurt Busiek. By Stan Lee, Jack Kirby, Don Heck, Wally 
Wood et al. The Spider-Man Library, first in this series, is 
sold out. Don’t miss this new mammoth second collection. 
Super-hero teams had been around since the 1940s, but 
Thor, Ant Man, the Wasp, Hulk, and Iron Man broke new 
ground when they joined forces to form the Avengers in 1963. 
They not only fought together, they occasionally fought each 
other! The first 20 stories never before reproduced so large, 
in this Hulk-sized volume, includes the Silver Age return of 
Captain America (#4), and the wild original stories of the early 
team with The Hulk, in and out of the team, Iron Man, Thor, 
Ant-Man and the Wasp! Plus lots of bonus features, from 
house ads to staff pictures and anecdotes. Taschen, 2022. 
Rush Service and International shipping would require an 
additional charge.
MARSA01H. HC, 11x15, 630pg, FC $200.00 $180.00

THE EC ARCHIVES  
Confessions Illustrated

Collects #1-3. Foreword by Alex Segura. Our Highest 
Recommendation. EC’s innovative and superbly done 
illustrated prose stories of scandal and forbidden romance. 
Collects the entire series illustrated by industry legends: 
Wally Wood, Joe Orlando, Reed Crandall, Johnny 
Craig and more, doing some of their finest work ever 
for EC! Issue #3 was completed but never published but 
is entirely collected here; it has a great painted cover 
by Rudy Nappi and stories by Jack Kamen, Craig and 
Orlando. Dark Horse, 2022.
ECACONH. HC, 9x13, 184pg, b&w $49.99 $42.50
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https://www.budsartbooks.com/product/tarzan-the-new-adventures-1/
https://www.budsartbooks.com/product/terry-and-the-pirates-the-master-collection-1/
https://www.budsartbooks.com/product/terry-and-the-pirates-the-master-collection-1/
https://www.budsartbooks.com/product/marvel-comics-library-avengers-1/
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https://www.budsartbooks.com/product/the-ec-archives-confessions-illustrated/
https://www.budsartbooks.com/product/the-ec-archives-confessions-illustrated/

